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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider division rings D with involution a t-t a*, finite-dimensional 
over their centers Z, and finite-dimensional left D-modules V with 
nondegenerate *-sesquilinear forms (u, u), which are to be hermitian (8 = 1) 
or antihermitian (E = -1). That is, 
(au, 0) = a(z4, ?I); (v. 14) = E(z.4, v)*; (u, av) = (24, II) a *, 
for all u, t’ e V, all a E D. 
Regard V as right module for End,(V), defining for U, ~1 E V an element 
S,,, E En407 by 
Then S,,, is skew, in the sense that the condition 
(WT. x) + (w, XT) = 0 (2) 
for T E End,(V) is satisfied by T = S,,,, . Moreover, if [X, Y] = XY - YX for 
X. YE End,(V) (acting on the right on V), we have the identities 
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If F is the set of *-fixed elements of Z, then F is a subfield of codimension at 
most two; all of D, V, End,(V) are finite-dimensional F-modules and (u. a); 
S,.,; [u, v, IV] are F-multilinear maps from V x V to D: VX V to End,(V); 
Y X V X V to V, respectively. 
We consider associative F-algebras Ed’ with unit and F-linear maps 
cp: VOF V+ .a’. Given such q,, define q~ ,: Vx V-t &- by ql(zt, c) = q~(rc \B c); 
for t = 2. 3,..., define Pi: V’ x V’ + ~4 inductively by 
p,(u ,...., Ur; v I,...’ CJ 
= Y‘ (D,(u;. c,) v1,-,(u, )...) uli ,.... z4r; v2 ,... 1 c,) 
,r, 
+ z: fp&,(U ,‘..., [Ui, uj, c,]7 .. . . z$ ).... u,; I!> )... q v,), 
ici 
where [uj, uj, or] is to replace ui. it is clear by induction that Ed< is 2t-linear 
over F. We say that cp satisfies the tth identity if C+Y~ is the zero-map. Then o 
satisfies the kth identity for all k > t. 
EXAMPLE 1. To say that ~1 satisfies the second identity is to say that 
4’~(24~;U,)~),(Uz;t’,)+~,(Z4:;V,)~,(z4,;v~)+V)l([l4i:~2~~~15~’?)=~. 
If D = F and E = 1, the form (u, U) is symmetric bilinear and has a Clifford 
algebra q’c(v>, generated by V subject to the relations (characteristic 
different from 2): 
UL’ f zx4 = 2(u, v) 1. 
we find that q satisfies the second identity. The image of cp generates the even 
Clifford algebra SYt ‘- (V). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let D = F, F = -1. Here we have a syrnpbrtic space V. 
with [u, u, cv] = (u, U)IV + (u, u~)tl + (z;, w)u. Then for each integer j > 0, the 
48 I /8212~8 
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third identity is satisfied by the linear mapping p: V@ V-, End,(A.‘V) such 
that ~(zc @ v) sends u’i A ... A bt!j to 
(Ifj = 0, $0(U @ 0) = -(u, U) = (v, u) E F.) 
Direct verification of the identity is a tedious chore. In characteristic zero, 
we may deduce our identity from representat.ion-theoretical considerations, 
involving the Lie algebra of skew transformations T of V (i.e., those T 
satisfying (2)). The interplay of this class of identities and representation- 
theory is perhaps the main theme of this paper. 
In both examples above, one also finds 
(6) 
p(u @ 21) + cp(c @ u) = (u, c) 1 = (v, u) 1, resp.; (7) 
p(u @ u) - fp(u @ 2~) = -2(U, u) 1 = 2(v, U) 1. (8) 
Now and hereafter let D have characteristic zero. Then each a E D may 
be uniquely written a = s(a) + a,, where s(a) E Z and a, E [DD]. The 
mapping r is Z-linear, and r(a + a*) = r(a) + r(a)* E I;‘ for all a E D. 
Fixing an integer k > 0, we consider F-algebras & as above and F-linear 
mappings p: V oF V-t d, satisfying the identities 
The (k + 1)th identity, as defined above; 
[cp(u 0 u), v(w 0 x)] = v)(uS,,,, 0 0) + ul(u 0 vs,v.,); 
fp(u @ u) + EV)(U 0 u) = 4 (r((v, u) + (u, u)“)) 1; 
q@u @ u) = p(u @ a *u>. 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
(9-4) 
The map q of Example 1 satisfies these for k = 1, while those (D of 
Example 2 satisfy them for k = 2. In these examples, condition (9.4) is 
redundant; in general, (9.4) means that we are really considering F-linear 
mappings p: V@, V+ xf, where the right D-module structure on the left- 
hand factor “V’ in the tensor product has ca = (I*c’. 
Let ~8’ = J/,,(V) be universal among algebras admitting mappings Ed 
satisfying (9.1~(9.4). Evidently S$ is formed as the quotient of the tensor 
algebra K = g(V@, V) by the ideal determined by identities (9); the map 
VaF V-t S$ is that induced from the canonical injection of VoF V into Z. 
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It is of course possible that J$ = 0; in the symplectic case this happens for 
all odd k j7], and it happens for infinitely many values of k except when 
D=F and E= 1. 
-4 rather complete treatment of the case D = F has been given in 171. 
along with considerable detail for the case D = Z # F. Accordingly we shall 
assume in the sequel that D # F. It will be shown in (4) of Section 2 below 
that we may then assume, without loss of generality, that the form (u, v) is 
antihermitian. Thus E = -1 will hold throughout our conclusions. 
When the involution * is of first kind, i.e., when Z = F. [D : F] = d’, the 
dimension of the space of *-fixed elements of D is either 
or ‘d\ 
i 2 I’ 
In the former case, we say * is of orthogonal type; in the latter, of synplectic 
type. If Z # F, and if 0 # [E Z, <* = -C, with [D : Z] = d”, then a t-+ Cc; 
defines an F-linear isomorphism of the *-skew elements onto the *-fixed 
elements and vice versa. Both have F-dimension d’. 
Certain problems have been presented and solutions announced in 171 and 
[lo]. The theorems below are labeled to be consistent with the earlier presen- 
tations. (Recall that G = -1 is always assumed.) We shall prove: 
THEOREM u. If the involution * in D is of synplectic type, then XT; = {O ) 
except whet1 d / k. If * is of orthogonal type or of second kind, .s& = 10 j 
except when 2d / k. In those exceptional cases, ~ ci$ is a (non-zero) semisiinple 
algebra. 
The assumption that the form (u, v) is antihermitian means that * is 
orthogonal resp. symplectic according as the associated involution G in. 
End,(V) is symplectic resp. orthogonal. Viewed as an assertion about S& as 
associated with the involutorial algebra (End,(V), a) (as is appropriate in 
view of (4) of Section 2) the first conclusion of Theorem a applies when this 
algebra is of orthogonal type, the second conclusion when the algebra is of 
symplectic type or second kind, The same translation is possible throughout. 
X(V) wil! denote the Lie algebra of G-skew elements of End,(V). 
THEOREM j3. Let (Pi: V OF V-r s& be the canonical map. For each 
positive integer p, the pair 
(s$,+ qpd) (for * syzplectic); 
(4pd 3 %xi) (otherwise) 
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is isomorphic to 
(2Ypd, u @ v + qld(U @ v) @ 1 @ . . . @ 1 + . . . + 1 @ . . . @ 1 @ pJz4 @ v)) 
for * symplectic, and the same with d replaced bql 2d in the other cases. Here 
Haydn, 5Yzpd are the subalgebras of 0” JZ$ resp. 0” J&, generated b)l the 
image of the map above identt$ed with ppd resp. qzpd. 
THEOREM ~1.1. Suppose * is of symplectic type. Upon extension of F to a 
splitting Jeld K for the Lie algebra X(V), the algebra &d becomes the sum 
of two minimal (2-sided) ideals, each of which is a K-matrix algebra of 
degree 2”“- ‘, where d = 2s. Thus .J$> has F-dimension 2”“- ’ and its center 
has F-dimension 2. (Here n = [V : D].) 
Over K, J& becomes the sum of ns + 2 minimal ideals, each a K-matrix 
algebra. Their degrees are 
Thus the center of %&Id has F-dimension ns + 2, while & has F-dimension 
f( I$). 
THEOREM y.2. Suppose * is of orthogonal type. Upon extension to a 
splitting field K for X(V), ~2~~ becomes the sum of ns + 1 minimal ideals, 
each a K-matrix algebra. Their degrees are 
l,nd, (y )- (‘t), (y)- (“p)T...?( ~~))(nsnd2)~ 
Thus the center of JY~~ has F-dimension ns + 1, while that of &dzd is 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose * is of second kind. Let K be a splitting 
extension for X’(V) which also splits Z. Over K, .-dzd becomes the sum of 
nd + 1 minimal ideals, each a K-matrix algebra. If nd is odd, their degrees 
are 
1, 1, nd, nd, 
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if nd is even. the degrees are 
1, 1, nd, nd, 
Thus the center of M& has F-dimension nd + 1, and J& has dimension 
( ::I,” ). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the labeling of a system of roots of type D, be as in 
] 11, Ptanche IV, and let vi, 1 < i < 1, denote the corresponding fundamental 
weights. For a dominant integral function n = C bini, set 
s(n)=bt_,+bt+2 x bi. 
i<l-I 
Then, in the setting of Theorem y. 1, there is an embedding of- X(V) in 
X(V), and a consistent embedding of x& in (&GJK for each p, such that 
jr;( V)K is of type D,, , except when ns = 1. This embedding canonically 
distinguishes the fundamental weights (ni!; the irreducible (&,),-modules 
are absolutely irreducible, and are the irreducible .X( V)K-modules whose 
highest weights rl sati& s(n) <p, s(n) -p (mod 2). The irreducible -dpd- 
modules are the irreducible X(V)-modules whose irreducible constituents 
over the splitting field K satisfy the conditions s(n) < p, s(n) = p [mod 2 j. 
Ever]? irreducible kr( V)-module is an irreducible z&module for suitable p. 
As one will note from inspection of the case D,, the embedding of ,r(v) 
in .~(,Vj, must be kept in view for the statement of the theorem to be 
meaningful. The specific embedding and splitting will be given in Section 6. 
For the case excepted above, one has: 
THEOREM 6.1'. If ns = 1 in Theorem 6.1, X(V) is ore-dimensional. with 
F-basis the map S,.,, where {v} is a D-basis for V. Then iv, v) = y, y* = -y, 
0 # JJ’ E F. The irreducible representations p of X(V) associated with 
representations of z&& = M& have the property that Jbr an integer j, 
0 <j <p/2, PCS,,,)’ = (p -- 2j)’ y2, and all such integers are admissibIe. 
Thus, for p odd, SS$, has (p f 1)/2 irreducible modules,- each of dimension 
two; for p even, p/2 irreducible modules of dimension tivo, and one of 
dimension one. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the labeling of a system of roots of type C, be as in 
[ I), Planche ZZZ, ni, 1 6 i < 1, being the corresponding fundamental weights. 
For dominant integral n = r bini, set 
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In the setting of Theorem y.2, there is an embedding of X( V) in X’(V), 
which displays a splitting of the latter of type C,,, and a consistent 
embedding of s/“,,~ in (&JK. The irreducible (&&,),-modules are the 
irreducible .X( V),-modules whose highest weights q satisfJ7 s(q) <p. The 
irreducible dz,,-modules are the irreducible X( V)-modules whose 
irreducible constituents over K satisfjl the condition s(q) < p. Every 
irreducible Z( V)-module is an &&module for suitable p. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let the labeling of a system of roots of tl’pe A, be as in 
[ 11, Planche I, with vi, 1 < i < I, the corresponding fundamental weights. Let 
s(rl) be as in Theorem S.2. In the setting of Theorem 37.3, there is an 
embedding qf X(V) in X( V)/)K and a consistent embedding qf ~6~~ in 
(x&)~ -for each p, displaqling a splitting of X’( V), of type A,,, _, , except 
when nd = 1, where Z’(V) = 0. When nd > 1, the irreducible (s?&,~)~- 
modules are absolutely irreducible, and are irreducible Z~‘( V),-modules 
whose highest weights rl satisfy s(q) <p. In a module of highest weight 
v=Cbivi, th e t ransformation p(g”) representing U,, E X(V) satisj?es 
p(I;r,)’ = (Cr!!, b,(nd/2 - i))” c’ E F, where b,, b,, are non-negative integers 
whose sum is p -s(v). When nd = 1, bve set q= 0, s(rl) = 0, and the same 
conclusions about p(W,) hold. Thus there are as many distinct irreducible 
(&2,,,),-modules whose restriction to X’(V), has highest weight rl as there 
are distinct rational numbers 
with bo,..., b,, non-negative integers as above. 
The irreducible dzp,-modules are the irreducible Z(V)-modules which 
satisfy the condition p(t;ly)’ =f 2[2, where f is a rational number and, 
moreover, the highest weights rl of whose irreducible X’( V)-constituents over 
K satisfy both conditions s(r) <p and f = Cr!!o b,(nd/2 - i), where bo,..., b,, 
are non-negative integers with rl= C;“;’ vi, b, + b,, =p - s(q). Every 
irreducible X’( V)-module is an d2,,-module for suitable p. 
For example, if q = 0 and p is odd, there are (p + 1)/2 irreducible J@&,~- 
modules annihilated by X’(V), each of dimension two over F, with 
p(1;1,)’ =f ‘c2, f = (nd/2)(p - 2b,), where 6, is an integer, 0 < b, <p/2. Ifp 
is even, there are p/2 irreducible tizpd modules of this kind and of dimension 
two, and one of dimension one, annihilated by ~(2,) (corresponding to 
f=O). 
It follows from Theorems 6.1 to 6.3 that if p < q then every irreducible 
X’(V)-module which occurs as an dzpd module occurs as an &2,,-module, 
and, in the context of Theorem 6.1, if p E q (mod 2) every irreducible dPd- 
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module occurs as an s&-module, but does not occur for any .grd with 
I’ f p (mod 2). Thus if 9, denotes the set of isomorphism classes of 
irreducible X’(V)-modules which occur as ti;,-modules, each .i”, is finite. 
the .Pi = 0 for odd p except in the setting of Theorem 6.1. we have 
in all cases, 
in the setting of Theorem 6.1, 
12 ;Cl is the totality of finite-dimensional irreducible .X’( V)-modules, 
j=O J 
and 
A satisfactory identification of the algebras X$ of Theorems 1~. 1 and 6.1 
with the even Clifford algebras as constructed by Jacobson 131 or by Tits 
[ 121 still has not been given. 
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES 
(1) First we note that for each k, tik is finite-dimensional. For the 
generation of L&; by (1 and) the finite-dimensional image of V@, V 
naturally yields an increasing filtration of dk by spaces Mkj. this denoting 
the linear combinations of (1 and) products of at most j factors from the 
image of V@, I/. Relations (9.2) have as a consequence that the associated 
graded algebra of this filtration is commutatitle. Thus it is spanned by 
(commutative) monomials in the images of the ui 12) u;, where (ui} is an F- 
basis for V. 
Now fix i and 1, and consider the special case of the (k + I)-th identity for 
the canonical mapping f: V @ I/ + ~87: 
fk+ ,(Ui )...) ui; U[ ,...: U() = 0. 
One readily establishes by induction that 
ft(u, ,..., u, ; WI )..., w,) E .dkl 
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for all t, so that 
0 =.fk+,(Ui...., ui; Ul...., 24,) SE (k + l)!f,(z+; U$f’ 
(modulo J&J. 
That is, in the associated graded algebra, each such generator has (k + l)-th 
power equal to zero, The finite-dimensionality of the graded algebra, and 
hence of Jk, follows at once. 
(2) Let Z(V) b e as in Section 1, i.e., the set of D-endomorphisms T of 
V with (UT, v) + (u, ~77) = 0 for all U, v E K Let 8 =X(V) + FI,,, a Lie F- 
subalgebra of End,(V). Each S,,, is in X’(V), and in fact, for T E .X(V), 
so that the subspace of X(V) spanned by the Suv, is an ideal in 8. 
Indeed, this subspace is .Z(V) itself. When D = F (and E = -l), V is a 
symplectic space of dimension n = 2r > 2, and Z(i( is a simple Lie algebra 
([5, Chap. IV]). Otherwise, V has a D-basis ~‘i ,..., P,, with (vi, pj) = 0 for 
i #;j, (vi, vi) = l’i f 0, $ = syi. Then, in terms of the corresponding matrix 
units E,, X(V) consists of sums of D-endomorphisms of V of the types: 
(i) yirEij- E)~V*Eji, izj; 
(ii) J,r; iEii, A * + &A = 0. 
But (i) is SUi,UUj, and (ii) is SDi,r)L’i, where p = $i ‘Ay;‘. 
Now, having fixed a non-negative integer k, consider the F-bilinear pairing 
V x V-9 sending the pair u, u to 
s,,, + f z((u, u) + (24 uj*> Iv. (1) 
There results an F-linear mapping yk: VOF V to JZ in which (I) is I+Y~(U @ u). 
For k = 0, the image is X( I’), by the remarks of the last paragraph. For 
k > 0, the composite of I,Y~ with the canonical projection of 9 onto .X(V) 
maps V 0, V onto X(V). 
The mapping v/~ satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) y,(au @ u) = tyk(u 63 a*u): 
(b) [Y& 0 ~1, IYAW 0 -y>l = ~&Sw,.y 0 c + u 0 US,,,,); 
(c) w,(uav+eu6u)=~r((l;,u)+(o,u)*)l,; 
for all U, U, n’, x E V, all a E D. 
Always working over F, we have a unique homomorphism of F-algebras 
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with unit from the tensor algebra g = g(VO, V) into End,(V) extending 
vlk. The notation y/k will also denote this homomorphism. From the above, 
Now let ZSk be the quotient of a by the ideal .Yk generated by the 
elements: 
(c’) u 0 v t ev 0 u - ; (r((v, u) t (v, u)*)) l&, 2’ E V). 
If qk is the canonical homomorphism g -+ Sk, there is evidently a 
homomorphism ok of F-algebras with unit making the following diagram 
commutative: 
End,(V) 
In particular, 9 = oJF1 9k + rjk( V OF V)). 
LEMMA 1. ok induces an isomorphism of Lie algebras from 
F1,k t qk(VOF V) onto 8. 
Proof. The space in question is seen from (b’) to be a Lie subalgebra, 
and our remarks above show that ok induces a Lie homomorphism from it 
onto 9. When E = -1 and D = F so that n = 2r, the dimension of p is 
2rZ + r t 1 ([5, lot. cit.]). Otherwise, (i) and (ii) show that the F-dimension 
of 9 is (n/2)[D : F] + nm + 1, where m is the F-dimension of {A E D j 
A” +d=O). T o complete the proof, it suffices to show that the F-dimension 
of FI,,: + rlli(VOF I’) does not exceed the dimension of 8. 
When D = F and E = -1, let ui,..., uzr be a basis for V over F. From (c’) 
it is clear that each element of Fl, + V 98, VE K is congruent modulo 3, 
to a linear combination of 1, and the ui @ uj for which i <j. It follows that 
dim(Fl,~tn,(V@,V))<l+(“~‘)=dimg. 
Otherwise, let v1 ,..., v, as above be a D-basis for V. and let ,u ,,..., pS be an 
F-basis for D. Then the ,ui up @ ,uju14 are an F-basis for V OF V c g. By (c’ j, 
each of these is congruent modulo Jk to an F-linear combination of 1, and 
elements of the same type with p < 4. From (a’) it then follows that each 
element of V OF I; is congruent modulo & to an F-combination of 1 ir and 
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the v, @ pj vq, p < q. Taken together, 1 g and the up 0 ,uj LI,, p < q, span an F- 
space in ,5 of dimension 1 + ( ;)[D : F]. 
Now the basis ,ui,..., pu, may be chosen to consist of elements iu such that 
,u* = ~E,u. When p* = q, then (a’) gives for each p, 
while (c’) gives that 
,uvp 0 II, + cup @ ,uvp E Fl B + -Yk. 
Thus up @ ,LIV~ E Fl, + & for all such p, all p, and each element of V@, V 
is congruent module ‘, to an element which is an F-combination of 1 F, the 
v, @ ,ujzls, p < q, and the L’~ @ ,ujvP3 where p,? + ,U~E = 0, that is, to an 
element of an F-subspace of F of dimension 
[D:F]+nnz=dim;a. 
The lemma is proved. 
By means of qk we identify 2 with the Lie subalgebra of ~3’~ defined above. 
Comparison of (a’)-(c’) and (9.2)-(9.4) shows that A$ is a homomorphic 
image of SYk, generated as associative algebra by the image of 8. In every 
finitely-generated right z$module A (in particular, in ,s$ itself), 1 4, hence 
I,, acts as the identity; thus if .X(V) is a semisimple Lie algebra, -4 is a 
completely reducible 9 -module and therefore a semisimple &module. There 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. The Jnite-dimensional associative algebra Jk is (zero 
or) semisimple, provided that X(V) is a semisimple Lie algebra. The same 
conclusion holds when Z’(V) has a center, provided that the image in AZ& of 
the center of .X(V) consists of semisimple elements of s$. 
In all cases the center of X( V) has dimension at most one; when Z = F, 
the center is zero or all of J?‘(V), the latter only when n = m = 1 or when 
n = 2, m = 0 (i.e., E = 1, D = F), in the notations of the proof of Lemma 1. 
In these cases, it is respectively the image in .x$ of an element ti @ pv 
(O#vEV,O#~~D,~*+~~=Oorofanelementv,~~~(~,,v~linearly 
independent and orthogonal in V) that must be semisimple. When Z #I;, the 
center of X(V) is Ft;l,,, where 0 # [E Z, [* = -<. With u, ,..., u,, an 
orthogonal D-basis for V as before, (v,, vi) = yi, y: + eyi = 0, let pi = +[v; ‘, 
and consider the image in Sk of Cy= 1 ni @pi ~7~~ which identifies with 
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i.e., with x SL,i,pici= u,.. Thus it is the semisimplicity of the image in .di. of 
C ui 0 pizqi that provides our test for the semisimplicity of -“s, when 2 f F. 
We shall see later, although not by direct means. that the results of this test 
are always positive. 
(3) If K is an extension field of F. it is clear from the multilinearity 
over F of our relations defining ,z$ that the K-algebra K @I~- J$ is the algebra 
obtained by introducing in FK((K OF v) OK (K OF V}) the corresponding 
relations (9.1)-(9.4), where here D is replaced by K OF D, V by K OF V. as 
K 6~~ D-module, (u, v) by a form with values in K @)F 12, and ? by its unique 
K-linear extension with values in K OF 2. Here K 0, D need no longer be a 
division aigebra, so the notion of “D-vector space of dimension n” must be 
replaced by “free K OF D-module of rank n.” 
(4) The algebra -G$ really depends only on the involutorial algebra 
(End,(V), C-J): and not on the involution in D or the form on I/: Thus let 
Di, Dz be two involutorial division algebras over F, of fmite dimension, with 
F as fixed elements of their centers Z, resp. Z,. For ease of notation, we 
denote the corresponding involutions by q! resp. 11~. Let (u, r j, be an 
r, - s,-hermitian form on a left vector space If, over D,, and (II. Lyjz 
similarly on V2 over D2, both forms being non-degenerate. Let (Bi. oi) be the 
involutorial algebra over F having Bj = End, (Vi), the involution oi in 3, 
being determined by (UT, o)( z (u. uT”i); for all U, c E Vi, TE Bi. L.et 
~7: (B,, a,) + (Bz, 02> be an Pisomorphism of involutorial algebras, i.e., an 
isomorphism B, -+ B3 of F-algebras such that 
Let .2’: and L&k ‘2’ be the corresponding algebras defined in Section I. We 
display an F-isomorphism of .-dir) to L~I;?’ associated naturally with q: 
First of all, the isomorphism (o: B, --$ B2 is induced as follows: There is an 
isomorphism q: D, + D2 and an q-semiiinear isomorphism w: I/, -+ V, such 
that for all T E B, ) T” = W--I TV, i.e.. the diagram 
The F-dimensions of the spaces cf of-fixed elements of BI are the same. as 
are those of rhe Bi themselves. It follows that Z1 = F if and only if Z, = f, 
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and q, is not the identity on Z, if and only if qz is not the identity on Z2. 
Evidently vl maps [D, Y D,] to [D,, D,j and Z, to Z,, so for d E D, we have 
s(djv = r(d”), (t(d + d”l)jv = r(d + d”l) = t(d” + ,,I”). 
Now q3 = r,q’ir-’ is an involution in D,, whose fixed elements in Z, are 
the inverse image under q of the fixed elements of 11~ in Zz, namely F, and 
all our maps are F-linear. Consider the involutorial algebra (B3, a,), where 
B, = End,,(V,) and where the involution o3 in B, is determined by the 
1;13 - s,-hermitian form 
(u, U)j = @?A t’y)T-‘. 
Here sj = E 2, and our original map p: B, (= B,) --t B, is an F-isomorphism 
(B,, cr3) + (B2, a>). Now one sees that the F-linear map I/, OF V, --t &‘i” 
sending 
I4 @ u tof(uy @ my) = g(u 0 v), where f: VI @ Vz -+ -ti’r’ 
is the canonical map, sends u @ dqq2q-‘u (d E 0,) to 
f(uy @ d’)711x(uty)) =f(d’$y) @ my) =f((du) t+v @ LV) = g(du @ v). 
One likewise verifies at once that for all U, U, w E Vi, (uv) Soti.,,,w (formed 
with respect to ( , j2) is equal to (uS,,,,,j~ (US,,,,, formed with respect to 
( , M, and [UK w WI = [ 24, v, W] II/ with the same conditions. It follows 
that [ g(u @ u), g(u’ @ x)] = g(uS,+,, @ v + u 0 US,,,) and that gt(u, ,..., U, ; 
, ,..a, v,) =f;(u1 y,..., u,y; u, y ,... 7 
y9.1). Finally, for (9.3), 
L’,w), so that g satisfies (9.4), (9.2) and 
Thus the homomorphism of F-algebras F( V, @ V,) -+ &r’ extending g 
gives rise to a homomorphism S/:3) -+,6:” which has an evident inverse, 
generated from IV- ’ @ w-i. If w e indicate the dependence above on y by 
calling this map x we now have isomorphisms of involutorial F-algebras 
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and an isomorphism of F-algebras 
In other words, we have reduced our problem to the case I’, = Vz. 
D, =Dz, v, = identity, so that o,=o~ on B, =Bz = End,,(V,). Here we 
concentrate first on the relation between the involutions nl, q3 on D,. If 
Z, = F, both q1 and q3 fix 2, so q;‘n3 is an automorphism of D, over 2,. If 
Z, #F: neither fixes Z,, both send < to -i. and again q; ‘q2 is an 
automorphism of D, over Z, . It follows that there is b # 0 in D, such that 
for all d E D,, dvj = b-‘d”lb. As usual it follows that b”i = z, b, where 
z, E Z,. and then that z:lz, = 1. Then by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, if Z, i F. 
we have z, = z~(z;I)-‘, where z? E Z,, and we may replace b by bz, to 
assume b”l = b. If Z, = F, we have zt = 1, so b”l= ib; in either case. 
bql=Eb where E= 51. 
Now define (B4, 0,) by the vector space V, over the division algebra D,. 
with the involution 11, in D, , and with (u-c), = (u, v)~ 66’. We have that 
(u. v), is biadditive, linear in the first variable and nondegenerate. Moreover. 
so that (u, u), is ~1, - c3&-hermitian. Evidently 0, = o is the involution in 
B, = B, associated with (24, ZI)~. 
If now f: V, @ V, + &‘);) is the standard generating map, we define an F- 
linear map g: V, @ V, +-PC:’ by g(u @ tl) =S(u 0 bE ‘cj. Then 
g(au 0 v) =f(u t@ u”3b m’v) =f(u @ b-‘a”v) =g(u @ a”‘~): 
[g(u@z~),g(w@x)]= [f(uOb-‘v),f(,vOb-‘,~)I 
=~(uS,<,~-,~~ @ b--Iv) +f(zi @ b- ‘cS,,., *mix) 
=f(((u, ivj,x - E~(u. x)~ b-‘q%j) ~3 bK’c 
+ u @ b-‘(v. \v)jx - u @ b-‘E,(u, x), b-‘q’\v) 
=f(((u, W)~X - &3 E(U, x), w) 0 b ‘c 
+ u 0 b-‘((u? w),x - E~E(U, s),w)) 
=f(uS ,,,, ,@ bK’v + u @ b-‘(cS ,,,. .)j 
= g(uS,,.., 0 b + z.4 0 cS,,-,x) 
the last Su.X’s being with respect to (u, v),. 
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Likewise, we note that 
[% u, b-‘lo], = (u, ~1)~ b-‘IV - E~E(K, w) b-‘u - c3&(u, w) b-‘u = [u, c, by14. 
From this it follows that 
&(q, . . . . u,; u ,,... 3 u,) =fr(zf, ,... 3 ut; b -+I,, b-‘u2 ,..., b-‘q), 
SO that g satisfies the (k + 1)-th identity. Finally we have 
g(uOv)+Ej&g(UOU)=f(UOb-‘t’)+e3&~(uOb-’U) 
=f(u @ b-%1) + c,f(b-‘t’@ u) 
=;r((b-‘o, u)~ + (b-h, u):?) 
=+r(b-l(t~, u)~ + (L+, u):3(b”i)-‘) 
=~T((C,U)lb~‘+,b-‘(,,.):,bb-‘) 
= ; t((u, U)J + (u, u)?” I). 
As before, the map g: V, @ V, + &L3) induces an isomorphism of F- 
algebras 
We now have the sequence of involutorial algebras and F-isomorphisms: 
and the F-algebra isomorphisms 
(2) 
In B, = End,,(V,), the involution Ok = u, is the “transpose” with respect 
to the I!, - s3.z-hermitian form (u, u)~. We let E, = EWE. Now the 
nondegeneracy of (u, v)~ means that each homomorphism of left D,-modules 
from V, to D, has the form u i-+ (K, Ok) for a uniquely determined u,, E P’, . 
In particular, if u E V, is fixed, there is u’ E V,, uniquely determined, with 
(u, u’), = (u, ZJ)~ for all u E V,. The map z, H ~1’ is D,-linear from V, to V, 7 
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since “yap” = vi, and is a D,-automorphism of r, I Now if T E End,l(V, j, we 
have for U, u E V,, 
(24: jtlT"l)'), = (u, tjT”‘)j = (UT, c), = (UT, t“), = (u. u’T~‘)~. 
Thus z: + ~3’ centralizes both D, and B, in their actions on I’;, so has the 
form 1” = ZG’, for L E Z. Thus for all II. L’. 
(u, tt)l = (u, zc), = (u, v), zni. 
From iv: u.1, = a,(~, L’):I we find 
(t’, u), z ‘I’ = &,(U, 1:p ~“1 = e,z(u. zlj:l. so z”’ = E4ElZ. 
If we set .V = ~~1, then, just as in the previous case. there is an isomor- 
phism 
which combines with sequence (2) to complete the proof. 
In particular, except in the. case D = F, there is b f 0 in l3 with b* = -b. 
Defining a new involution v in D by aV = b - ‘a*b and a new form (u, c)~ on 
Y by (u, L’)~ = (u, v) b- ‘, we see as above that (Us c)? is (--E)-hermitian with 
respect to ye and induces the same involution u in EndB(V). For the structure 
of .-& except when D = F, we may therefore assume without loss of 
generality that E = -1. When D = F, both cases (E = *l) must be con- 
sidered. 
(5) The following are the general considerations that underlie 
Theorem ,L3 of Section 1. Here we consider the identity mapping .f of Y OF. V 
into the algebra F = 8( V/OF V), and define f,: I” X V’ --t F by recursion 
(4). If p1 and pz are. algebra-homomorphisms of F into associative R’- 
algebras .&, 3, respectively, the mapping I/@, V-p .Y’ 0, .B sending 
II’ 5 vgj, v to 
P,OQ) 0 1 3 + I.,. 0 p,(w) (3) 
has a unique extension to a homomorphism of F-algebras p: ,K -+ .Q @,3’. 
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The sum runs over all pairs S, T of subsets of { 1, 2,..., t} with orders 
) S / = ) TI; S’ and T’ are the complements qf S and T, respectively; if 1 S ( = 
( TI = r, S = {i, ,..., i,) with i, < i, < -. < i,. atzd T = {j, ,..., j,} I-1-ith 
j, < --. <j,., then 
f,(U S; ur) =fr(ui,v**., ui r ; vj,~~*~~ vj). 
ProoJ This is a quite straightforward induction on t, being the definition 
of p when t = 1. Assuming t > I and the assertion proved for smaller values 
of t, the definition off, and the fact that p is a homomorphism give 
+ x c p (f (u(i:j’. Z’ )) 0 p (f (uy 
i<j sic11 . . . . . i, . . . . I] 
1 IS,I s, ’ r, 2 Is;1 s; 3 Qp 
T,‘(2....,11 
ISjl=IT,I 
where the notations are as follows: S; is the complement of Sj in 
{l,..., j ,..., t), T; that of T, in (2 ,..., t); for m # i,j, ~i-j’= I(,,,; ~j~-” = 
[ui, uj7 v,]; ,ji*ji does not exist. 
Now collect separately the terms in the first sum involving a factor 
p,(ai@ &I~)@ 1 and those involving a factor 1 @pz(ui @ L’~). Combine the 
former set with the terms from the second sum where i E Sj, and the latter 
set from the first sum with those from the second sum where i G Si. The 
result of the former combination is 
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Fix a pair of subsets S, T of (l,..., t), with 1 E T. Then T’ identifies with a 
subset T; of {2,..., t}. The second factor p2df;S,,(~S,: cr.)) occurs in the sum 
above in terms that combine to 
Thus this first collection of terms combines to 
Likewise the second combination is the corresponding sum over those S and 
T as above, but now for 1 E T’. Adding the two completes the inductive 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let pk: V@, V+ ..PK$ be the canonical mapping onto our 
generating set for -9;. Let ~7: tiHk -+ .sf’ and w: ..@j + ..S? be homomorphisms of
associative F-algebras (with unit). Then there is a unique homomorphism 71 
of associative F-algebras: &L + i + sf OF 3, such that 
I?(Pk+lo~~)j = U)@k!l+‘)) 0 1 + 1 (3 vip,(~t*j) 
for all 12% E V OF V. 
ProoJ Denote by w the unique algebra-homomorphism tr + Lti @;,- .;?y 
sending each $13 E V OF V to 
d&(w)) 0 1 + 1 0 w@,(w),. 
It suffices to show that the kernel of w contains the generators for the ideal 
one factors out to get J$ ,. /. For all these except elements fk + , + , . this is clear 
from the assumptions, using the fact that .M’ @ 1 .3 and I,&@ 9 centralize 
each other. That w ofk+,+, = 0 follows from Lemma 2, applied with ‘ip1” 
replaced by q o pk, “p2” by li/ o p,, “p” by “w.” (If S is a subset of 
( l,..., k + I + I}, then either / S ( > k or 1 S’ / > I.) 
When S/ = L&k, 9 = tiI, Proposition 2 gives a homomorphism of SY: + I
onto the subalgebra of &k @ -ti< generated by the elements ~JI+‘) 0 1 -; 
1 @p,(w), 1%’ E V@) V. We shall later see that there is a certain minimal 
value r > 0, depending only on the involutorial algebra D (if we assume 
4x I /82/2-S 
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F = -1 when D # F), such that &k = 0 except when k = ir, and such that this 
map of L4;i+ljr onto the subalgebra of A$,@ dr so generated is an 
isomorphism for each i > 1. Thus -$r is the subalgebra of 0’ C&r generated 
by the elements 
for M? E V@, V. This is the sense of Theorem/3. 
(6) It is clear that do = F, since the first identity says that V@, V is 
mapped to 0 in A$. 
(7) There is an involution in & as F-algebra, mapping the canonical 
image q(u @ uj of u @ u E V@, V to E(P(U 0 u). We shall not have 
immediate use for this, so offer only a hint of the proof: Let ly be the linear 
mapping of VC?JF V into .flip, the opposite algebra of JY~ (viewed as the 
same vector space) with tq(u @ v) = E~(U @ u). It is an easy matter to check 
that I,U satisfies (9.2j-(9.4). Finally, one shows for all t > 0 that, with I+V~ 
defined as was qr in (4) of Section 1, we have 
ly,(u, )...) ur; u,. . . . . Ut) = &‘$o,(U, ,..., 0, ; u, )..., u* j. 
This is done inductively, after showing it explicitly for t = 1 and 2, based on 
the inductive definitions of I,U~ and or and on the inductive assumption of its 
validity for t - 1 and t - 2. It follows that y/ satisfies the (k + I)-th identity, 
so defines a homomorphism of dk onto Jz”, which is clearly its own (set- 
theoretical) inverse. 
3. THE CANONICAL PARABOLIC EMBEDDING FORX(V) 
We assume our D-space V carries the non-degenerate antihemitian form 
(v, w) of Witt index 1. The dimension of Y is denoted by n = 2Zf q. We 
embed V in a non-degenerate antihermitian D-vector space 
u= V@ v: 
where the form has Witt index m on the 2m-dimensional space V 4 Then the 
Witt index of U is r = m + 1. If ./Y(U), X’(V) are defined as were X(V), 
Z’(V), we embed .X’(V) in X’(U) by extending its members to annihilate 
V’. If the involution is of second kind and m > 0, we extend our canonical 
central element u, E Z(v) to the element of X’(U) which is -(n/2m) 47,. 1 
on V 4 Likewise if X’( V) = 0 and the involution is of first kind, the element 
of X(U) which agrees with a basic element for .Y(v> on V and annihilates 
V-L is in ,X’(U) =X(v) if m > 0 (always assuming n > 0). With these 
conventions we regard .Y(V) as a Lie subalgebra of Z’(U). 
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Let U, ,..., u, be a D-basis for a maximal totally isotropic subspace of I’l; 
and u n+m+ 1?..‘I) .u,,*~ a basis for a dual totally isotropic subspace, with 
(“i> I4 n+zm+l-j)=6ii, 1 <i, j<rn. Let u,+~,u,,,+~ ,..., u,,,+/=u, be a basis 
for a maximal totally isotropic subspace of V, and u,+?+ , ,...” u,, 4 + I a basis 
for a dual totaliy isotropic subspace (of V), again with (ui, u,, + zm +, -i) = 6,, 
m + 1 < i, j < r. Let V,, be the subspace orthogonal to all these ui. a 
subspace of Y of dimension q, with a fixed basis u,+ !,-, u,.+~ = uIILTrnm, 
such that (u~,u,J=J~~Y~-~, O#l:,,.-,=-;jF,ED, r+ 1 <j<riq. 
Moreover, V, is anisotropic. 
From Section V.7 of [9], a maximal split toral subalgebra f of .3 ‘(U) 
consists of those elements that annihilate I’, and map each U( and each 
lf n + zm + 1 ~_ i, 1 < i < r, to an F-multiple of itself. In terms of the elementary- 
matrix transformations aEij (a E 0) relative to our basis U, ,...) u,,+ Zni. t has 
as F-basis the 
E n+?mtl-i,n+2m+l--i - Eii = -?+lL,t+2,,+, -,I 
1 < i < r. (The latter notation is that of Section 1.) 
The centralizer y,, of t in 9 =3-‘(U) is spanned over F’ by all 
s Ul,DUn+ZmA,mi. a E D, 1 < i < r, and by Z(V), as embedded above in .3’(U). 
When m > 0 (recalling that D #F and n > 0), J?‘(U) is a (central) simple 
Lie algebra ([S, Chap. Xl). The positive root-spaces relative to t may be 
taken to consist of the sets 
and 
If q = 0, the simple roots are those ai, 1 Q i < r, with root-space 
lSYi+,.aUn+Zn,+,~i/ a E DL and a,, with root-space !Su,,,,au,,, I a* =a\. This 
system Is of type C,: 
If q > 0, the simple ui, i < Y, are as before, while the root-space ya, of a, 
is {S Un+2ni+,--r.L) I v E t701. Here (SU~t?,~+,-T,~Un+?mL,rj a* = ai = 9h,- The 
system of roots is of type BC,., with 2u, a root: 
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We specify a parabolic subalgebra /z containing p0 and all the positive 
root-spaces by defining /z to be the subalgebra of 9 generated by go, the 
positive root-spaces and the yPai for i > m. The above analysis, applied to 
X’(V), shows that ,Z( V) E /z, and that y0 +.X(V) is a subalgebra ci of /z. 
We have /z=~+B!, where +Z is the sum of the positive root-spaces for 
positive roots u that are not combinations of am+, ,..., cr,.. Here +‘I is an ideal 
in /z, acting nilpotently in every finite-dimensional representation of/z. (For 9J 
is a nilpotent ideal with [ /z+z] 2 [tn] = e’; the assertion follows from Lie’s 
theorem on solvable linear Lie algebras.) 
The subalgebra d is the sum of Z(V), t, and, for 1 < i < m, the 
subalgebras lSUi,al,n+Lm+,--i I a E [DDI 1. Th e d erived algebra 6 is the direct 
sum of the m + 1 ideals comprising J?(V) and the (Sui.0U,j+2n,+,~i 1 
a E [DD] 1; the center ~(9) of a is the sum of t, = {t E t / ai = 0 for all 
i > m) and of the center of .X(V). The reductive algebra d is the direct sum 
9 = d’ + I, where ri’ is semisimple (including the case d’ = 0 if D = 2. 
n= 1). 
Now let d be a finite-dimensional (right) g-module. Then the subspace 
MB annihilated by #‘I is non-zero, and is an pi-submodule. If in addition M is 
irreducible and if -HO is any non-zero ci-submodule of A”, the F-linear 
combinations of all 
w, * . . x, (= (((w,) XJ ..a) XJ, . (1) 
o,<t, M’EVd$, XjE f-@ for some a with JZ-~ E PZ, form a g-submodule of 
M, a sum of weight spaces for t. If we further assume that .,HO is an 
irreducible cr-submodule, all elements of .c, act as scalars (from F) on -/<, 
and each non-zero element (1) with t > 0 belongs to a different r,-weight 
than the one of 14. 
The elements of x(d) act semisimply as endomorphisms of the F-space U, 
so are contained in a maximal toral subalgebra of .X’(U), i.e., in a Cartan 
subalgebra of 8. Accordingly they act semisimply in ../ and therefore in 
M”, so that M” is a completely reducible 9 -module. Now the irreducible 
submodule .A0 of .J? may be chosen so that no other irreducible ci- 
submodule admits an action of l, with a weight that is less than that of .A4 
in the partial ordering determined by al...., a,,,. (For ;i,,~ E t$, set A >p if 
1 --ill = CL, siailto, where si are non-negative integers.) With such a choice 
of .A+& it is now clear that the g-submodule of ..& generated by ~22 meets J?” 
only in J&, so that J$ =M” by the irreducibility of J. Thus ifM is an 
irreducible 9 -module, A It is an irreducible ri -module. 
Conversely, if MO is an irreducible ti-module of to-weight 1, one makes J& 
into an irreducible /2-module by letting PZ annihilate -/G and forms the right 
P(g)-module 
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as usual. This is a sum of to-weight spaces, each of them an a-submodule. 
All weights ,U satisfy ,u < L in the partial ordering above: and the space of to- 
weight L is .JH =& @ 1. There is a unique maximal g-submodule (not 
meeting -Ho), and the quotient of -& &, P’(y) by this maximal submodule 
is the unique irreducible g-module M with A” ZJ& as g-module. (All of 
this is only a mild modification of the classical case, as exposed in [2. 
Section 211; the modification to a case that includes our case “i= 0” is 
carried out explicitly in Chapter I of [8]. This iast reference studies 
conditions that the irreducible quotient be finite-dimensional, and serves as a 
model for our next considerations.) 
For q = 0, the positive roots relative to 1 have the forms 
6) aj+ai+l+ ~..+a~, l<i<jtr; 
(ii) ai+aj+l+ 1.. + ar, i < r; 
(iii) Ui + ai+ 1 + . ..+aj_.+2aj+...+2a,_,+a,, l<i<j<v: 
(iv) 2ai + .a= + 2a,-, + a,, 1 < i < Y, along with a, for i = r. 
The corresponding root-spaces are: 
(i> Isuj+,47u,+~,+,-j I a E Dl; 
(ii) {S ~“+lm,l-r.~~n+?m+l-i 1; 
(iii) {S 
U,*+2m+l~i~au~+2m+i~j 
(iv) {S .~+~~+,-i,,.“+~~+,-i/“~ = ‘I* 
For q > 0, the spaces (it(iv) as above belong to the roots written the 
same way, but with a, everywhere replaced by 2a,.. In addition, there are the 
roots 
(VI aj+ai+l+ . . . + a,, 1 < i < r, with root-space 
If m = r, t, = t, and the above applies equally well to the restrictions to 
t,. If m < r, and if ,u’ denotes the restriction to t, of ,U E t*, the above have 
the following nonzero restrictions to t,: 
a( + ... + aj’, 1 <i<j,<m: 
a( + . . . + a;_, + 2a; + .-- + 2a;, i <j<.m; 
2ai + ... + 2ak, i < m. 
For q = 0. the corresponding weight-spaces in the adjoint representation of 
t, on 9 are 
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9u;+. . . +a; = yei+. . . fcij’ if j<m; 
r r-1 
ycr;+. . +a, = s 9ai+...+a,+ x+ * 9q+ . +cr,.-,+20,.+~ .’ 2a,_,+a, ; u = tn 
ye,+. .+a,!-,+2ct;+...+za;= caai,...+,_,i-2gi+..‘+Za.-,+a,’ 
B$f . . t2a,=92 a,+.~~t2a,-lta,' 
For q > 0, these are 
ga;t...+(lJ=fai+... +fiJ' if j<m; 
r r 
ya;+...+a&= x ga;+...ta,.+ c Bei+. . +a,,_,t?a,t.'.+2a,~ L’ = m a=nrt I 
Pa~+~~~-Ia'j~,+2a~+.~.+2a~=~a,+~~~taj~,+2ai+~..+2u,; 
B2oft ...+2cr~=82,j+-..+2,,. 
Thus for j < m, 
while 
and 
Bal+...+~l-,+?al+...+Za, = {S ~"+Z~+l-i.~~,,t~"~tl-i (UED). 
If q = 0, the elements off,;+. +a,, i < nz, have the form 
where w E V, and 
For q > 0, the same descriptions will be seen at once to apply. 
It will be useful to make abstract some properties of the weight- 
decomposition of 9 relative to t,: 
(1) By elementary linear algebra and the fact that a, ,..., u,. are a basis 
for t*, we see that ai ,..., a; are a basis for 2:. Now it follows from the list 
above that if I, p are non-zero to-weights of 9, and if A = kp, where k is a 
positive integer, then k = 1 or 2. 
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(2) In Chapter 1 of [9], we have considered for each root ai relative to 
f an element Hi E t uniquely defined by being in t and expressible in the 
form [xyj, where x E gai, y E f-ai, and normalized by oi(Hij = 2. In the 
case at hand, these are explicitly the elements 
Hi = s ~i.‘~n+?m+i-i - SUi+,.U”+:m-i. l<i<<r; 
El,=-S ~r.~n.Zmil--rT if q=o; 
= -2s ~r.~,,+hil-r~ if q > 0. 
We claim that for each i < m there is an open Zariski-dense subset pi of 
9-,; such that if y E $& there is an x E ga,; with [xy] = Hi. Likewise there is 
a Zariski-dense subset ym of y-,; such that if y E g,n there is x E a,;” with 
bwl= sum.u”+mJ and an open Zariski-dense subset $P”m of Y._~~:, such that 
if y E &,,, there is x E gzaL with [xy] = SUm,Un,n,+,. Except that y,,,. ,J&. we 
may in fact take yi to be the set of non-zero elements of $-, i = ga-,;. as 
was shown in Chapter 1, Section 1 of [9]. Similarly for ,$Yz,, the general 
non-zero element of the corresponding space has the form SUiO,iiil,,l, 
a*=afO. Now for b*=b 3 
is um.au, Sun+,p,+,.bu,+,,,+,l = 2Su,,,,cb~~+abiun-,,,~ ,, 
and it suffices to take b = :a-‘. Thus our y may be taken to consist of the 
set of non-zero elements in these cases. Finally, y-,:, consists of the 
elements S,,m,L., where u E V, and is linearly isomorphic to V over F. We let 
@‘m be the open Zariski-dense subset of g-,, consisting of those S,,,(. with 
(u, L’) + 0. (Note that the symplectic case has been ruled out.) For such 
element Y = S,, ,,,, I,, let x = S, II, m, ,. cL>.L,, Its E a, ,. Then 
I-VI = -Smx-k + SU,.“z-,.“,,r* 
and s,,,, = L., shows that the second term is our desired result. For )t’ E I,‘. 
we have, whenever K* = --K (as is the case with K = (v, c))‘). 
and Sr,(r.r,m,r, = 0. This establishes our assertion. It will’ be noted that the 
resulting elements [.~y] of (2) form a basis for L,. 
(3) There is an open Zariski-dense subset g of gPza, such that if 
y E y, then [ ~~9~~1 = 2-,,,; indeed, we may take $’ to be the set of non- 
zero elements. since 
1s s U,.(IU, un+m+,,L,] = 2S, .,1 for a* = a, 
and the image of y,, under ad(SUm,,,,) clearly exhausts yen;,, if a* = R fi 0. 
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(4) Clearly (i centralizes l, ; on the other hand, the linear indepen- 
dence of ai ,..., cr:, shows that no root a with spa !,& d vanishes on t,. Thus 9 
is the centralizer of ,t, in 8. 
4. CRITERIA FOR FINITENESS OF DIMENSION 
We set the situation of Section 3 in an abstract context; thus 9 is a simple 
Lie algebra, .t a maximal split toral subalgebra of dimension r > 0, and 
a,,..., a, the set of simple roots of 9 relative to t (and to a fixed ordering of 
the roots relative to ,t). We take 111 to be a positive integer, m < r: t, to be 
the subspace of .C annihilated by u,+ i ,..., CI,., and 1’ to denote the restriction 
to t, of A E t *. Then u; ,..., uk are a basis for t$, and the centralizer d of t, 
in 2 is the sum of the centralizer f0 of t and of all the root-spaces ga where 
LT is a combination of u,+,,..., CL,. Let n be the sum of the remaining positive 
root-spaces. Then H is a subalgebra normalized by 0, and /z = 9 + H is a 
subalgebra. 
From a theorem of Jacobson [4] one knows that y0 is reductive: y0 = 
4~~) + h~ol~ where h~J is semisimple and the adjoint action in 9 of 
each element of the center I is semisimple. Likewise 5 is reductive by the 
same theorem, with x(g) 5 x(9,,). If A is a finite-dimensional 9 -module, 
then A is completely reducible, and application of the theorem of Jacobson- 
Morozov shows that the elements of 1 act F-diagonally in ..H. In particular, 
those of .t, do so, and another use of the result of Jacobson on centralizers 
cited above shows that -X is a completely reducible o-module. Thus the 
elements of ~(0) act semisimply on each such module. For ;1 E t$, we denote 
by 1J, the r,-weight space of 1 belonging to A. 
If 0 # /1 E b$, we denote by 9, the sum of all 9, with a it, = 1, a notation 
consistent with our 8,, of Section 2. We continue with the partial ordering 
introduced there on .t$: A > ,u is to mean 2 - ,u = Cy=, bia;, bi E L +. 
As axioms for the general context, we repeat some observations of the last 
section. Thus we assume: 
(i) If CI’, /?’ # 0, if ~a~, and fo, are non-zero, and if a’ is a positive 
integral multiple of /3’, then u’ =p’ or a’ = 2/P. 
(ii) There is a fixed basis T,,..., T, for i,,, which we may take such 
that ul(Ti) = 2, 1 < i < m, and for each i an open Zariski-dense subset & of 
f-,; such that if y E g there is an 3 E 9-i with [q] = Tj. If y2,; f 0, there 
is an open Zariski-dense subset $Yi of 9 -Znl such that if y E gi there is 
x Eg,,; with [XJ] = Ti. 
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(iii) If fzal # 0, h t ere is an open Zariski-dense set j’f in y-1n; such 
that ify E $“f, then [u, fa;] = fmni. 
(iv) Ifg2,; f 0, then [gmea;- ~a-,;] = yezn,. 
The effect of these assumptions is to make the arguments of Chapter I of 
[S] go over to this setting, almost by substitution of symbols. Except as 
noted otherwise, “weight” will mean “to-weight.” The argument of Section 3 
supplies most of the proof of the following proposition (numbers in 
parentheses refer to the anologous proposition in [S]). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (I. 1). Let ,I be an irreducible (Jinite-dimensiona!) 
g-module. Then: 
(a) If 2 E t$ and if .MI contains u # 0 with u E..X”, then 
I%- = A?‘~ (7 J/” is an irreducible d-module. 
(b) 7Y is linearly generated over F by all 
we,; .-a eb;, s~O,e,,Eg,,,p’<O.~vE~; 
and is also linearly generated by all 
(c) W=M”. 
(d) W= .x1. 
Conversely, ifA is a finite-dimensional g-module, generated by ?I??‘= ..@*, 
and $f is an irreducible d-module, then ,a’t is irreducible. 
Assuming /z minimal among elements of l$ satisfying the hypotheses of 
(a), we have seen in Section 3 that all of (a’)-(d) hold, except for the second 
part of (b). Thus there is only one L satisfying the hypotheses of (a). The 
space of the second assertion of (b) is s-stable. and 9 is generated by 2 and 
the ykui, 1 < i < m. Since Y-,~ E ymal for these i. it suffices to show the 
space is stable under the yrui, 1 < i < m. But [ 9ai3-aI] c a0; -&; = 0 if i #j 
( pOl-aJ is a sum of root-spaces for roots of the form ui - o,i + [combination 
of u m+, ..., cr,.]; but there are no such roots), [ ya., +, :] c 3, and %“ya, = 0. 
Thus our space is a g-submodule containing &+, so’is .M. The converse 
follows, as in [8], from the complete reducibility of theg-module .H. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (1.4). Let .A% be a finite-dimensional irreducible y- 
module, Yfl=..X” =A’jj as in Proposition 4.1. Then for each Ti of (ii). A(T;) 
is a non-negative integer m,. For every w E W- and for all f,, fi ,..., fmi,, E 
F-*17 
wf, . . . f,,,, =o. 
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For m, = l(Ti) is a non-negative integer by (ii) and the representation- 
theory of the split 3-dimensional Lie algebra (x, Ti, y) stipulated there. From 
this it also follows that for fixed w E V, fE g, wf”i” = 0, hence that this 
holds for all fE y--a; by the density of A. If 2a! is not a [,-weight in 9, 
then y-,; is commutative, and the assertion follows by polarization. 
If 2a,! is a t,-weight of 8, it follows as in [X] that m, is even, say mi = 2ni, 
and, using (i) (and (ii) as above), that >L!v, .. . JJ,~~+ , = 0 for all w E %: 
J> E yezaf. Now it follows as in 181, using (i) and (iii) (first on open 
Zariski-dense subsets) that for all w E SK y, ,..., J',!~ E y- Zn I ,fE p-a ;, 
‘VJ’ I . *. J&f = 0. 
The rest of the argument proceeds exactly as in [8], always showing the 
result first for Zariski-dense subsets. 
Combining (i) and (iv), we see that if an element w of a a-module M is 
annihilated by all xi +e. xi, where all x’s are in y-a;, then w is annihilated by 
all ~7, ... y!,xi ... .xj. zS, where 2s <j; J’, ,..., J', E ~~~~1, and X, ,..., -~jyj--?s E 
. 
9-n;. 
Now suppose J$ is an irreducible finite-dimensional b-module with the 
properties 
(a) ,& = AT: = (A$),~, for fixed 1 E t$; 
(/I) ki = ~(TJ is a non-negative integer for each i, and is even if 
8-h; f 0. 
Then form 
a right %(a)-module containing a copy of the b-module M0 as -NO @ 1, by 
virtue of the fact that 1 E P(S) is part of a basis for p’(y) as Free left g(b)- 
module. In fact, the basis can be taken to consist of monomials in root- 
vectors in .f relative to l which lie in spaces 9” ,, where a’ < 0. Thus A0 is 
the subspace dH,i, so that ,J cannot be a r,-weight in any proper 9- 
submodule of M’. Thus the sum 9 of all proper submodules of J’ is 
proper and is the unique maximal submodule. As in Proposition I.6 of [8], 
. .&‘/5? is the unique irreducible g-module with highest to-weight J and with 
highest weight-space o-isomorphic to X0. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. (1.7). The g-submodule 9 of ..A’ generated by all 
24 @ xii’ -.* x (i) kit19 
for u E A$, and, for 1 < i < M, xj” E f-=!, 1 <j< ki + 1, has finite 
codimension. If P # AP, then 2 n -,.& = 0; th& .A’/9 is generated by the 
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irreducible g-module .A20 and is a sum of r,-weight spaces for weights p with 
,u < A, n:ith (LS!/2).\ = -flO. 
We sketch a proof. analogous to that in the reference. The subalgebra 
Pi= ‘+ 9a; + y?ai + 9-a; + f-la;, for 1 < i < nz. has as finite-dimensional 
submodule of A’/3 the span of all UX, . . . xj, for u E ~6$, x, E Y..~; 3 
1 < t < k;. This g,-submodule contains ..&. NOW the sum of all pi- 
submodules of finite dimension contains .x??~ and is a g-submodule, so that 
.&“/3 is the sum of its finite-dimensional pi-submodules. 
For each simple root a, now relative to t, the subalgebra y(Q) = xnGT ync 
is contained in at least one yi; thus .A?‘/.~ is also the sum of its finite- 
dimensional gCa) -submodules. Now the argument in [8] shows that, for each 
of the canonical set of generating reflections for the Weyl group of 7 relative 
to t there is a linear automorphism of H’,/S, with a canonical construction. 
conjugation by which automorphism stabilizes the image of p in 
End,(,.&“/.3?), stabilizes the image of .I likewise, and induces an 
automorpkism of f * which is the action of the corresponding generator of 
the Weyl group. 
For m + 1 < i,< r, let Hi E [yei, s-~,] be as usual, with Hi E t. Then 
clearly N,E 1391, and a basis for c consists of these Hi and of the T:. 
1 6 j< tn. The elements Hi act diagonally in any finite-dimensional [,d j- 
module. with eigenvalues in L. In particular they act diagonally in. 4< and in 
each space H0qma. ... +oi, for any sequence a;,,..., rxj, of roots relative to 1. 
therefore in .flf/.2:’ Each t-weight in “R’/3 has the form p - s pzicfi where 
the tzi are non-negative integers, the ui are the simple roots and ,u is the 
highest weight of t in A$, so that ,u(H,) is a non-negative integer for each 
j > m. 
The automorphisms associated with generators of the Weyl group permute 
the t-weight spaces of .A”/a, mapping weight spaces onto weight spaces of 
the same (finite) dimension. Thus if v is a weight, there is a conjugate of 1:. 
say vO, which minimizes x n, among the conjugates 11; of v in their 
expressions ti; = ,u - C lzicli as in the preceding paragraph. Now ail ,u( rij3 a!! 
+(H,j, all cx,(Tj) and all u,(Hi) are integers, from which it follows that ,U is a 
rational combination of the aI. If (rO, aj) < 0 for some j, in the scalar 
product induced by the Killing form of g on the rational span of the u! (cf. 
[9, Sections 12, 2]), then vOS,=y - C mini where m-i < nj, with all other 
coefficients unchanged, in contradiction to the assumed minimality. Thus 
(v,,, a]) > 0 for all j, and a well-used argument (as in the proof of the cited 
Prop. I.7 of [S]) h s ows that vO is a positive rational combination of the ~1~. 
There are only finitely many of these of the form ,U - C lzirxi, hence clnPy 
finitely many weights, and this proves that 9 is of finite codimension. 
The converse part of Proposition 4.1 shows that .Y’/T is an irreducible g- 
module. The above establishes sufjcient conditions for an irreducible .I- 
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module to be the highest to-weight space in a finite-dimensional irreducible 
a-module. Proposition 4.2 shows these conditions to be necessary. As in 
Chapter I of [8], there is a more practical test to determine when Y is 
proper: 
LEMMA 4.4. (1.1). A necessar)J and sufJcient condition that 
% C-IA?? # 0 is that for some u E ~22 and for some i, 1 < i < m, there is a 
pair of sequenctxf ,,..., fI(T,;+,from y-a;) and e, ,..., e.ICTi,+, from a,;, with 
UOfi...fk+,ek+,...e,fO, 
where k = A( TJ 
The proof in [8] applies, with only a change of notation. 
Finally, as in [8], the decomposition 
where n- = &“” y-,, jr = 4 + m-, is direct, with each summand stable 
under the adjoint action of ti. The elements of W(d) centralize t,, while those 
of SZ?Z(/Z) (resp. ?/(p-) n-) belong to to-weights C niaf, where the n,, 
1 ,< i < m, are non-negative (resp. non-positive) integers, not all zero. It 
follows that for a given i, 1 < i < m, and for f, ,..., fk+, E a-,;; 
e, ,..., ek+, E g,!, the elementf, ...ji+rek+, ... e, of p(y),, the subspace of 
t,-weight zero h Y/(y), is in 
If v is the projection on W(oj associated with the decomposition (1 j, then 
from M0 @ nZY(gj B:- = 0 we have 
This combines with Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 to give: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let the notations be as in Proposition 4.3. Then 
9 #.A’, and there is a finite-dimensional irreducible y-module with the tl- 
module JO as highest t,-weight space, if and onb lyjtir all i, 1 < i < m; all 
fi-fki~kl E g-,;; all e,,...,e+, E yai (where ki = A(Ti)), the element 
v(fi "'fki-cleki+l '-' e,) of S?(J) annihilates L,HO. 
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5. INDUCED MODULES AND ,tik-Mo~u~~s 
The notations of the last section are continued, but with the specific q, L, 
cxi. etc., of Section 3. In particular, 
and 
(Here V # 0.) 
We fix a positive integer k and define lil,, E r$ by k}~,!(Ti) = kdim. 
1 < i < m. From our lists of the a’ and from the remarks of Section 4, there 
will be no finite-dimensional irreducible g-module of highest r,-weight- li&, 
unless k is even. Let J% be such a g-module, with highest t ,,-space ..,&. We 
interpret the necessary conditions on -YG> developed in general in Section 4. 
It is really the space V and the Lie algebra .X(V) that interest us; from 
that point of view, nothing is lost by assuming m > I, and we make this 
assumption. Then for i < m, the condition of Proposition 4.5 is that flC be 
annihilated by all w(fe), wherefE ymQ,. e E yn; (since ki = 0). Here 
for CI, b E D. Thus ~,4 must be annihilated by all the elements (1) of 9” E 3. 
With b = 1, this means that all 
annihilate &Ad, and forming commutators of two such elements yields that al! 
annihilate .JO. From this and (1) we conclude that ,f10 is annihilated by aii 
S ~i.I~blu,,~rn+~-~i and SUiL :.Lablu,-l,-; 
hence by all such elements with [ab] replaced by any c E [DD]. Thus if I is 
an element of d of the form 
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the effect of x on J& (using (2) as well) coincides with that of 
If Z = F, this element is equal to 
-t 
and its effect on A++ is the scalar -(k/2) xi r(a,). When Z # F, the general 
element of the stated form is not in X’(U). Writing r(a) = r’ (a) + t -(a)[, 
where c E Z is fixed as in the Introduction, and r*(a) E F9 the condition that 
x E .X”(U) is that xi ~-(a,) = 0. Thus if x E d is as above, the effect of x is 
the same as that of -(1/2)(~i t’(ai)j T,, thus is the scalar 
-(k/2) Ci r’(a,). Still with Z # F, 4 contains the element 
whose action on -HO we know by the above (e.g., see (2)) to be that of 
The general element of 3 here has the form 
(3) 
where xi t-(a,) = 0, YE X’(V), p E F. It follows that the action of x on 
A? is that of 
(4) 
When Z = F, the last term in each of (3) (4) is missing, and the new element 
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where YE X( V), acts on L/G as does 
(4’) 
Next let f62 ye,;, e E fern; again r@2) = [fe] E 6, an element of the 
form 
is s Lx”,.?) 1 ~,,,+I.” ’ 
with P, w E V. 15) 
The mapping V x V--P 9 sending the pair U, w to (5) is F-bilinear into /J, so 
yields a linear mapping w: VmF V-t End,(.O), in which the image P(L’ @ rs) 
is the transformation representing (5). 
Calculation in End,(V) shows that (5) is equal to 
Thus if p is our representation of /z in -HO, 
v(u @ WI =P(S,.u + S,r,,,,c.~,)u,~,,~+;). 
From S,:.,,. = S,?, and So,.<,,. = S,.,.,,., we have 
since if Z # F. r-((w. v) + (w, a)*> = 0: and 
ro(av 0 w) - P(L) 0 a*avl =P(S,,.,a.ic,,,.i,!u,~,,,+,) 
= 0, since t([a, (v, W)]) = 0. 
Moreover, 
(7) 
The last two terms add to Su,,I(L’,,~,,),,L’.M,~~~~+~+,, so are represented by zero, 
and the first two permit Interchange of L” and w’. Thus [~(v @ w), 
~(u’ @ IV’)], which is the commutator of the two images under p and 
therefore the image under p of the commutator above, is equal to 
P(Sh.SL ,,,(,. .c + sw,cs, ,.,J 
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On the other hand, 
~(L’S,~,,d 0 w) + p(v 0 IYS,~,,.~) 
=P(swsl ,I., r,.“ + SW,“SL,.,,.. + ~U,,~,VS, I, ,.,, r,+(U.,YSl.r,h.,))ll,~+,~+,)) 
and the last term is zero because S,,,,,, E Z(v). Accordingly we have 
[ql(v 0 w), fq(v’ 0 w’)] = qqVS”! ,,,,’ 0 1v) + p(v 0 N’S,, ,,,‘,). (8) 
Identities (6), (7), (8) for u, are respectively those indicated in Section 1 by 
(9.2~(9.4). We show that the final identity defining the algebra LZ$ must 
hold as well. Namely, we show by induction on t that if u, ,..., u, ; 
~~~~ ,..., I.V~ E V, then 
where qt is defined starting from q as in Section 1. 
Working in g(p), we have 
the first factor of the last term lying in FZ. Then 
the double bracket being the ith factor. The projection v of F(a) on w(d) is 
a homomorphism of left P(tr)-modules. Calculation in Z(U) shows that 
where here 
[Vi, Vj* lVl] = (L’i, L’j) 1V, + (Ui, bvl) uj + cvj2 l.l’[) vi* 
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It follows that 
Applying p and using induction gives the equality of the image of (9) under p 
with the corresponding value of Q~. 
From Proposition 4.5, we must have 
for all u 1 ,---> L’k + * , ““1 ,“., Wk+ ‘ E V. In terms of Section 1 rp rn~sf safisfi rhe 
(k + 1 j-th identity. We have proved the “necessary’? part of the following 
result, connecting the algebras A$ with the representation-theory of .iy ( L7): 
THEOREM 5.1. Let V # 0 be as above, Gth U. 9: etc., as in Section 3. 
and t&h m > 1. Let .& be a finite-dimensional irreducible o-module of1 
ichich each Ti (i < m) acts as zero, and T, as the (eaten) irzteger k > 0. Then 
there is a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module ivith -,& as highest I,,- 
lueight space if and only if -,fl@ is an irreducible x$-module. the action on f10 
qf the image in zfi of o @ w being that of 
ProojI The argument preceding the statement of the theorem shows that 
if .J& is the highest IO-weight space of a a-module as in the statement, then 
~,HO is an .&module on which the image of u @ PII in L.&k acts as claimed. 
When Z = F, the following observations show that .A$ is an irreducible -g’,- 
module: GF’(V~ is linearly generated over F by the St,,,,,; p(S,..,,) differs by a 
scalar from the image of u @ IV, acting on A+ ; in the canonical expression 
(3’) for an s E S, the element xi Sui,ailln+2n,+,~~i acts on -~.& as a scalar. 
When Z #F, we let u1 ,=.., LY, be an orthogonal basis for V over D with 
(vi, vi> = ;!i # 0, v: = ---)I~. Then Bi = $&;’ has BT = Bi. L!~S~‘~,+~~,, = Eij@j. 
Meanwhile the action on A$ of the image in A& of vi@ 6,~; is that of 
481/82/2-IO 
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Thus the image of CF=, ui @ Bivi acts as does 
that is, by p(z), where z is as in (3), and is identified with Z;r, in our 
embedding of ,X( V) in 0. With x as in (3), we see that the action p(u) on A& 
of the general element of ti differs by a scalar from a combination of p(z) 
and &Y’(V)). It follows that A$ is an irreducible A?‘(Y)-module, hence an 
irreducible &‘k-module. 
Conversely, let ,4$ be an irreducible LpS,-module. Make A$ into an d- 
module as follows: Each x E (I can be uniquely written in the form 
where R EZ(V) LX’(U) by our embedding, and where xi z -(a,) = 0. We 
define the action of x on J?? to be 
kx- -- 2 4 r’(a,) + (action of R), 
1 
where the action of R is via the composition X(V) + J$ --f End&H@). (If 
Z=F, z- =O, and rt = t.) Denote by p the corresponding map of 9 into 
End&&$). Then p is clearly F-linear, and [p(s), p(x’)] = [p(R), p(R’j] = 
p([RR’]), while P([-xx’])=-(k/2) rE”=1 r+([ai, al]> +P([RR’])=P([RR’]), 
in evident notations. Thus, since the image in G&k of Z(V) generates s$, Jo 
is an irreducible d-module. We make .A? into an irreducible b-module by 
setting .A442 = 0. For i < m 
Ti = S ~i.~~n+hn+1 -i -sUi+ll~,z+?n,-i~ 
so that p(T,) = 0. Meanwhile, T, = -2SUmS, +,,r+l has p(T,) = kI,,; thus ,HO 
has .t,-weight kA,. For 1 < i < m, f = Sui.ou,::,-i E ydal, 
e==S uiti.b~nt~m+~-i E ye;, wehave dv4.k)) = d[fel! 
==d%q+,,bau,+~m-i - Sui,abun+2m+,-i) = - ; ‘+@ - ab) 
= 0. 
If f = S,,,L1 E Y-~L, e = Su,+m+,,w E yn,, then dw(fe>> =dfel> = 
NW,” + s u,,~U,,,,~Un+m+,j. When Z = F, this is p(S,,, - (k/2) r((v, w>>>; but
since r((v, ~1)) = r((u, w)*) = -r((r~, v)), it may also be written p(S,,,,, + 
(k/4) r((w v) + (IV, v>*>>, exactly the transformation representing the image 
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a(v @) w) in &‘,, of v @ ~$7. (Here the “0” is now to denote the canonical map 
v-G& v-, J&.) 
When Z f F, we must write s = S,,, + Su,,CI,,,,,jU,+,+l in our standard 
form in order to evaluate P(X). If IV = Cpjvj, u = z ~~~~~ with the z’~ an 
orthogonal D-basis for V as above, one sees that the diagonal-sum of the 
matrix for S,.,,, relative to this basis is cj vJ($j*vj + v?~;), and that an 
element of.X(V) is in .X’(V) if and only if the value of r at its diagonal sum 
is zero. Now 
is in X’(V). But r((u, u?)) = z(cj vjyjpT), so this component in 3 ‘(V) as 
s W.I’ - (2/n) r-((u, w)) u,.. 
Writing Y,. = z&, SEj,sjr,i as before, we now write S ,,.. I‘ + S,n, it‘ .,,, jllS: +,~ +i 
as 
The third of these three terms is 
with 
r- 
( 
- + r ((v, w)) mi) + r-((c. w)) = 0. 
Its prescribed action on ~22 is as 
k -- 
2 
-$r-((u,w))mr+(<)+r+((a,w))) =-+r+((c,wj). 
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The image in S$ of the term in X’(V), the first term in (lo), is 
Finally, the middle term in (10) corresponds to (2/n) ~c((u, w)) @, in our 
embedding of X(V) in X’(U), and thus again to (2/n) r-((v, n?)) 
Cjo(vj@ Bjvj) in J&. Adding the effects of the separate terms in (lo), we 
see that the action on -Ho of [SUm,L,? SUn+nl+, , ,+,I is the same as that of 
u(w @ v) +((u, w)) - p r’((c, M’)) 
= U(H’ @ zi) f ; r((w, 21) + (IV, ?I>*> = u(u @ IV). 
Now one needs only repeat the previous inductive argument to show that 
the action on J$ of 
44s u,,L’, **- s s Urn.Ul ~ln+m+l.n’l --* s un+ln+lI*‘I > 
is that of CJ~(U, ,..., ~1, ; n’, ,..., We) E -&, as defined starting with the canonical 
c above. In particular, when t = k t 1, the condition that (9) annihilate ~44, 
the last sufficient condition for A0 to be the highest to-weight space of an 
irreducible g-module, is satisfied. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. 
6. SPLITTING DATA 
Any maximal *-stable subfield of D, say E, is a maximal subfield; for if 
p E D centralizes E, then Etj3 + j?*) and E@ - /?*) are *-stable subtields, so 
contained in E, and hence /3 E E. We take an arbitrary 1’ E D, y* = -y # 0, 
and let E, be a maximal *-stable subfield of D containing y. We take a finite 
extension field K of F so that K OF E, is a product of copies of K; thus 
K OF E, = Gaul Ke,, where the eL, are primitive orthogonal idempotents in 
K&-E,. Now * induces a K-automorphism of K ~53~ E,, so permutes its 
primitive idempotents, i.e., the e,, and necessarily non-trivially since * does 
not fix all of E,. Our original y = car= I K-,e, is a unit in K @, E,, so all 
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K,. # 0. Now the fact that y* = --)J, combined with the linear independence of 
the e,, shows that ez = e, would imply K, = 0. Accordingly the permutation 
of the e, effected by * has nojked points, and we may label the idempotents 
so that e,* = eZl+iPti, 1 < v < 2t (t now is necessarily integral). If Z #F, then 
< = r pu,e, has ~2 = C’ E F for all v, and (1 f pu;’ @ &J/2 are two orthogonal 
idempotents e,f in K OF E, whose sum is 1 and which are interchanged by 
*. In this case we may adapt the labeling of the e,, so that e = C:,= I e,.. 
f = CiL,+, e,. Thus [ has the form 
c=K f- (e,-e:), 
“Yl 
with K’ = i’ E F. 
With u,,..., u,+~~ our D-basis for U as in Section 3, and with I!~, 1 < i < q, 
as there (1,; = --yi # 0), we let Ei be a maximal *-stable subfield of D 
containing yi. We take K to be a finite extension of F which is a common 
splitting field for all the Ei, 0 < i < q, in the sense of the last paragraph, with 
idempotents e:,? in K OF Ei as there, eL,i)* = e!‘/+,-“, and, if Z# F. with 
e=~~=, . e”’ For 1 < i < q, we have yi = Cf,= 1 Kf?(eli - ej,“*), all .t.” f 0, 
Now Iet’o be the involution in End,(U) with (UT, u) = (u, CT”) for all 
II, v E U and all T E End,(U). For the elementary transformations cE,, 
relative to the basis zli,..., u,+~~ of Section 3, we have 
(cEij)” = c*E n+?m+l-i.n+2m+l-i* l,<i<r, 
(cEr+i,r+i)u= CYic*Y~“)Er+i,r+i3 1 ,<i<q. 
In the K-linear extension of IT to K @ End,(U) = EndDfi(U,j, where we now 
allow c E D,, we have 
(e~.“‘Eii)u = e:‘$, -,,E n+Zm+l-i,n+Zm+i--i, l<i<r, 
(e~)E,+i.,.+i)o = e$‘+ i-pEr+i,r+;, I<i<q. 
Furthermore, the eL,“Eii and (e$‘E,,)“, 1 < v < 2t, 1 < i < Y: along with the 
&NE 1 < v < 2t, 1 < i < q, form a set of 2t(n + 2~2) orthogonal non- 
&o ‘id&&tents in (End,(U)) K, whose sum is the identity. Because of their 
number, these idempotents are necessarily primitive. 
(1) When Z = F. we have d = 2t; we label the idempotents above as 
follows: For 1 <i<r, 1 <j<d, ej”‘E,i=&i-ljd+j, and fZ~+l-,~i-,~d+i~= 
fPi-lpd+j=ed+l-jE n+?m+l-i,n+2m+l--i, where g = t(n + Zm). For 1 < i < q, 
1 <j< t, setf,d+,i-ljt+J = eji)E,+i.r+i and 
f2g+I-(rd+(i-1)tfj) =f~~+(i-I)f+j=etf‘:,-.iE,+i,,,i. 
Then f, ,...,.f2g are a permutation of our primitive idempotents above. We List 
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some further properties below. When Z # F, we have t = d; for 1 < i ,< r, 
1 <j < d, we set fci- ,rd+j = e,!“Eii, 
f -‘- (0) Zg+l ((I I)dtj)=eZd+I-j E n+2m+l-i,n+?m+l-i 
as above, where now g = (n + 2m)d. For i and j in the same ranges: we set 
&+Ci- I)d+jce:Od)+l-jEii’ 
fg+l--((i--l)d+j)=elo’E nt2mtl-i,n+2m+I-i’ 
For 1 ,<i<q, 1 <j<d, set 
frd+ (i- l)d+j=eji)Er+i,r+iT 
s - 
(i) 
2gtl (rd+(i-l)dtj)=e?d+I-j Er+i,r+i. 
These fi,...,fzg, p . t’ e d rrmi rv i empotents in (End,(U)),, have the following 
properties: 
(2) f~=f2g+1-i, l<i,<2g, and if Z#F, Cf=,fi=eI, and 
Cf”,, , fi =flr,, where e, f are idempotents in Z,, [ = !c(e -f) for K E K. 
(3) Write R for the K-algebra EndDX(UK) = (End,(U)),. When Z = F, 
each space fiRfj has K-dimension one, and R is their direct sum. Thus 
X(U), is the direct sum of the spaces 
{fiat -fz,+ 1 -ja(lfig+ 1-i ( a E R, i +j f % + 11, 
each of dimension one, and of those {fiaf2g+,-i 1a” = -a) which are 
nonzero (thus of dimension one). If the latter are nonzero for exactly h 
values of i, X(U), has dimension ( 7) + h. However, the general theory of 
central simple algebras with involution tells us that X(U), has dimension 
(7) or (‘“;I). Hence either h=Oor h=2g. 
(4) When Z # F, each space AR&, where both i, j < g, or where both 
i, j > g, has dimension one, and R is their direct sum. For i <g and j > g, 
ARjJ. = 0 =f;;Rh. Thus X(U), is the direct sum of the spaces 
each of dimension one, and has dimension g’, 
(5) When Z = F, f is contained in a splitting Cartan subalgebra A for 
X(u), (in the sense of 15, Chap. ZV]). A basis for the A we choose is the set 
of all 
L -f T =.A -fig+ L--i’ l<i<g. 
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In a suitable ordering of the roots relative to 4, the set of positive root-spaces 
is the set of all sets 
Lf-+?~ -f2,+ LLjaofip+l-i I a E R 15 i<j,itjf2g+ 1, 
and if h = 2g in (3) above, also includes the sets 
{.hdLg+l-i I au=-ai? l<i<g. 
(6) When Z # F, 1 is contained in a splitting Cartan subalgebra b for 
X(U)), (here by an obvious extension of the notion of 15 1 to reductive Lie 
algebras). having as basis the 
.f-f?, l<i<g, 
and X nZ’(L$ is a splitting Cartan subalgebra for X’(U), containing t, 
with basis the 
(fi+ I -f Y+ 1) - (fi -f Th l<iig. 
The positive root-spaces may be taken to be the sets 
{Siafj-f*,+I-jauf~e+l-iiaER) for i < i <j < g. 
(7) In the settings of (5) and (6), we label the simple roots /3, ,...f fi, 
(for (6), ,8r,...,ps-,), with root-spaces as follows: In all cases: For 1 < i < g. 
to pi: (f;-ufi+,-fig-ia”fip+l-ilaER]. When Z=F, h=2g, to 
P,: {f+sf,+ 1 I au = -aI. Wh en Z=F, h=O, to /I,: jf~ClfRt2-.f-,a*f~+,! 
a E R 1. The Dynkin diagrams are 
(8) If {aEij(a E D,, 1 < i, j < n + 2~2) are the usual elementary 
transformations in EndDX(UK) with respect to the basis (over DKj 
uI3-3 Un+2m for UK, then when Z = F, 1 < i < r, we have 
Eii = 5 fci-l)d+j, E 
g-1 
’ f:-l)d+j. n+Zm+l--i,n+2m+l-i= L 
j=l 
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For 1 G i\< 47 Er+i,r+i= CJYldfrd+(i-l)(d/r)+j frql+(i-l)(d/2)+j)* Here 2g= 
(n + 2m)d, and d is even. (In fact, d is a power of 2, a property we shall not 
need.) 
When Z # F, we have 
Eii= i (Ai-l)d+j +J$+(i-1)dc.i)~ I<i<r; 
j=l 
E n+2m+l-i.n+?m+l--1 .=EZ= 2 (&+1-t(i-l)d+j) ffg+l--(ii-l)d+.j)), 
j-l 
1 ,< i < I’, while 
Er+i,+i= 5 (fr+(i-l)d+j+f~-~(i-l)d+j), l<i<q. 
j= I 
Here g = (n t 2m)d. 
(9) In the labeling of Section 3 for the simple roots CI~,..., a, relative to 
t of 9 =X’(u>, the simple roots /3] have restrictions to t as follows: 
(i) Z=F, h=2g:/ljl,=0 except when j < dr and d 1 j. For j = id, 
1 <i<r,/3idjt=~i. 
(ii) 2 = F, h = 0, and either q = 0 or q > 1 or d > 2: pj\, = 0 except 
when j < dr and d Ij. For 1 ,< i < r, Pi& = ai. 
(iii) Z = F, h = 0, d = 2, q = 1: pjjlt = 0 except when 2 Ij or when 
j=2r+ 1 =g. For l~<ir,Pzi!t=ai;Pgit=GI,. 
(iv) ZfF: piit= except for j< rd and d 1 j, and except for 
jag--rd and dl (g-j). For 1 <i<r, 
Pidlt = ai =Pg-idIt. 
(These assertions are verified by forming commutators of the elements in the 
root-spaces for pj with the basic Hi E t.) 
(10) With X(v) embedded in X’(U) as in Section 3, we have an 
extension embedding GY( V), in X’(U), . Then for Z # F, the image of g, in 
cX’(U), is 
fJ 1;E,+i,r+i + 9 r(Eii-tE2m+n+l-i,Zm+n+l-i) 
i=l i-m+ 1 
n -? [(E,,-tE 
2m iY, 4 Zm+n+l-i.Znltn+l-1 
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-f7iLl)d+j -fz+ 1-((i-l)dti) 
where K # 0 in K is fixed as before with K’ = 5’ E F (see (~2)). 
(11) For 1 6 i < q, all idempotents eJij E D, commute with yi = 
t”i-+i, ur+i ) ED. (This from the choice of the maximal subfield Ei at the 
beginning of this section.) 
9. ELEMENTARY CONSTRAINTS ON dk. PROOF OF THEOREM a 
With the idempotents es” E D, as in Section 6, let us consider the case 
Z=F.For l<i<r, l<j<d,wehave 
For 1 < i < q, we have (u,+~, u,+~) = yi = x:Izl Kji’(ej” - elf“,l -j), where 
2s = d, all off' f 0 in K, and 
s ,i,-l (i) uY+,l K, = s (‘I - , +i e, ur+, ed+,-,up+,,,$’ ‘ej”u. 
When Z # F, we likewise find that 
so 
e~d+l-l~i~ej0'~n+2m,l-i =fg+(i-l)dt, -fi+(i-l)d+j 
for 1 < i < I, 1 <j < d, while in the same range 
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With yi as above, we have for 1 < i < 9, 1 <j < d, 
Se~~~,-ju,~i,~~i’-‘ej”a,,i=S’d+(i-I)d+~-f~d+(i-lid+j’ 
In each case the totality of the listed S,,, form a basis for the splitting 
Cartan subalgebra A of Y(U), . The values of the simple roots F, , & ,... of 
Sections 6,7 are as follows. For Z = F, h = 2g = (n -I- 2m)d: 
ASL+ 1 -./-Et I> = 13 P”cf, -j-g = - 1, P,Lf, -J-E) = 0 
otherwise (1 < v < g, 1 < fl< g). Moreover, for 1 <P < g, 
P,(s, -s;> = 02 while /3&f, -fg) = -2. 
For Z=P, h=O, 2g=(n+2m)d: 
PvcLt d:+,i= 1, B”(L -f3 = -1, BAf,‘ -f,“) = 0 
otherwise (1 ,< v < g, 1 <P < g); 
&u”, 9,“) = -1 = P,(f,.- 1 -f B-- I), B,(f, -.f 3 = 0 
otherwise. For Z # F, g = (n + 2m)d: For 1 < v < g, 1 < lu < g, 
Putt,+ 1 -.K I! = 19 
otherwise. 
Thus the unique h,, E [(B~)~,,, (j~~)-~,,] with pL,(Iz,.) = 2 are as follows: For 
Z=F, h=2g: 
h, = U-i+, -0 - CL.+ I -.L)“. I<P<g; 
h, = -(f, -f’;J 
For 2 = F, h = 0: 
h, = uu, I -A.) - CL+ 1 -L>“3 l<v<g; 
h, = -Up, +fJ + U-~-l +.I-$‘. 
For Z#F: 
The following relations are immediate: For 2 = F, h = 29: 
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For Z = F. h = 0: 
For Z # F: 
Here it will also be useful to allow r = 0, in which case: For Z = F: 
h = 2g: 
For Z=F, h=O: 
g-2 
For Z # F, 
if qd> 1. With r=O, q= l=d? we have D=Z and U==V is one- 
dimensional. Here X(V) has the F-basis QV, c= K(e -f), 7, = ~:“(e -S)= 
and A =.X(V), has basis 
As in these last observations, we give a few relations in X(V),, which 
may be regarded as special cases of the earlier ones, for the case rrz= 0 now, 
and with X’(U), replaced by the reductive algebra .X(U), =X(V),. The 
splitting Cartan subalgebra 4 is as above. In the K-multilinear extensions cf 
ail F-multilinear maps, we find: For Z = F, n > q: 
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For Z # F, n > q: 
[@‘lo’ + 42) u,, (ei” + e$‘) u,, (e(10’ + ez) un] = 2(e\” + e::) M,, 
[(e(,O) + 47) u,, (e\” + e$) u,, (e:‘) + e$“,‘) M,] = -2(e(,0’ + e$) u,. 
For Z=F, n=q: 
For ZfF, n=q, nd> 1: 
and interchanging the roles of the entries in the triple brackets is accom- 
panied as before by the same exchange on the right-hand side, together with 
achangeofsign.ForZ#F,n=q=l=d, 
[ eu,, eu,, ~‘,“-$d,] = 2eu,, 
with the same interchange property as just indicated. 
Thus in each case we have two elements U, z’ E I’,, with [u, U, ZJ] = 2u, 
[v, v, u] = -217. If C$?: V&. V-+ dk . IS aur canonical mapping, extended by K- 
linearity to V, OK VK -+ (.J$)~, and if p,, v)? ,... are defined recursively from 
w as in Section 1, it follows that for all t, 
I-1 
cp,(u )...) u; v )..., v) = t! n (q+ 0 v) +j), 
j= 0 
and 
f-l 
qt(v )...) v; u )...) u) = t! n (qo(v @I u) -j). 
j=O 
By the defining relations of &$, we therefore find 
fj Mu 0 VI +A = 0 = fj cP(v 0 u) -A (1) 
whenever U, ZJ E V, satisfy [u, U, v] = 2~. [u, V, U] = -2~. 
Now o(u @ ~1) is the image of S,,,, + (k/4) r((v, U) + (t), u)*) I, E X(V), 
under the mapping of X’(V)“), into (~8~)~ of Section 2. In the cases at hand, 
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we have, for n > 4, Z = F: (u, U) = -e$“, whose trace in the right represen- 
tation of D, on itself is 4. Now the trace function of this representation is 
d%, as one sees from the fact that both vanish on [DK, I?,], while r(1) = I 
and 1 E D has trace d* in the right regular representation. Thus T((P, I()) = 
-1,/d for our z’, U. That is, q,(u @ V) is the image of S,.,, - (k/Id) I,: while 
&v @ U) is the image of S,,, + (k/2d)I,,. Z # F: (II, u) + (t’, u)* = 
-(e\‘) + e$), 1 E D has F-trace 2d’ in the regular representation, so that 
s((L’, u) -t (u, u)*) = -l/d, and ~(u 0 E) is the image of S,.,. - (k/4d) I,., 
qP(t’ @ U) that of S,,., + (k/4d) I,. = S,., + (k/4d) I,., The cases where II = qV 
as well as that obtained by replacing e:li by e:y and eif: by e:“, give the 
same result. For such u, o, (1 j yields that the image of S,*,,, being the image 
of both rp(u @ U) + (k/4d) 1 and ~(0 @ u) - (k/4d) 1, satisfies in any 
representation of (&k)K both polynomial equations 
x+j-$j=o and fi ( x-j+-& =o. ) (3.j 
i=O 
Now for 1 < i < Y, 1 <j < d, we have 
while for 1 < i < q, 1 <j < d, 
. 
Jrdi-(iLl)d+j -f Fd+(i- l)d+j= ‘e!“u,+i.h-j”-‘e!‘~+,-jur+i 
the resulting transformations always satisfying (2). Moreover, ail the above 
commute, so that any linear combination acts diagonally. In particular, W, 
acts semi-simply in any X(V)-module resulting from an ,&k-module, and 
hence each such module is .X(y)-completely reducible. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 7.1. dk is a semisimple associative algebra \&en Z + F. 
Next, suppose -+4 is an irreducible (&&-constituent of an si-module, so 
that A? is an irreducible X(V),-module. From the above, gV must be 
represented on A by a scalar, and if X’(V) # 0 it follows that A’ is an 
irreducible .3”(V),-module. Let ye = C bjq, be the highest weight of this 
module, where the {qj\ are the basis for (~5 f?X’( V),) * dual to the h,, ~ the 
bj being non-negative integers. 
Consider first the case Z = F. h = 2g. Here q(r.f= I h,. = r.f=, b,. = s(v) 
is a non-negative integer. From the formula derived above for C h, as -S,.,., 
where u, v E V, satisfy our conditions above, we see, by an argument iden- 
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tical with that giving (2), that all the eigenvalues of C h, in a representation 
of (x$)~ must belong to the set 
(3) 
Now these eigenvalues are integral; in particular s(r) is. This is impossible 
unless 2d ( k. If k = 2dp, then s(q) must be in {j-p];:; f? {p -j}i!JO = 
[-p,p]; by its non-negativity, 0 <s(v) <p. We have the 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Suppose Z = F, h = 2g. Then Jk = 0 except when 
2d ( k. If k = 2dp, the highest weight n of each irreducible (&k)K-module, 
regarded as X( V&-module, satisfies 0 < s(n) < p. 
When Z=F, h=O, and nd>2 (so that X’(V)#O) ~(C~:~/z,+ 
f(h,- I + h,)) = Is(n) is a non-negative integer or half-integer, and is an 
eigenvalue of an element -S,,, of our form, so lies in the set (3) whenever g 
is the highest weight of an irreducible X( V),-summand of an (&&-module. 
Here each j - k/2d must be a half-integer, so JCZZ~ = 0 except when d / k. If 
k = dp, we have as above that 0 ,< &s(q) < fp, and the further condition that 
s(q) -p (mod 2). 
When nd = 2, so that d = 2 and n = 1, X(V) has F-dimension one, with 
basis S,,, , where (U ) is a basis for V, (u, u) = y = -I’* # 0. Here K may be 
taken to be a quadratic extension of F, I’= rc(e, - e,), where e, and e, are 
orthogonal idempotents in D,, ef = e2. We havef, = e, E, , , fi = e2 E 1, = f 7, 
and S e*u.K-kyU =f1 -f2 is a basis for X(V),, with [e,u, e,u, C’e,u] = 2e,u, 
etc., as before. In any representation of (&k)K, then, f, -f? must be 
represented by a diagonalizable transformation whose eigenvalues are in the 
set (3), now with d = 2. But to have j - k/4 = k/4 -j’ for some such j, j’, k 
must be even; thus again ,G$ = 0 except when k = 2p = dp. If k = 2p, the 
eigenvalues of the transformation representingf, -fi must lie in the range of 
half-integers [-p/2, p/2] and be congruent to p/2 module H. This proves 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Suppose Z = F, h = 0. Then ~8: = 0 except when d ( k. 
If k = dp and if Z’(V) # 0, let End,(V) be embedded in End,JV,) as in 
Section 6, with labeling of roots and weights as in Sections 5, 6; then the 
highest weight n of each irreducible (,&&-module, regarded as X(V),- 
module, satispes 0 < s(n) <p, s(n) -p (mod 2). If X’(V) = 0, then d = 2, 
n= 1; ifk=2p, (x& is generated over K by a single element y, satisfying 
the condition fljpzO( y -j + p/2) = 0. -& is always semisimple. 
Finally, when Z # F, we derived the expressions 
g--l 
h, = c h, = -S,lyU, eP,u n+lm - Sty)“, ,&hi”, zrn 
c = 1 
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resp. 
h, = -s,$y,, )p--Lpput - SC e,yj,u,,rcp -Lpuq' 
according as r > 0 or r = 0. Each is a sum of two commuting terms, and 
each term satisfies both equations (2). Thus in any irreducible @$),-module 
with representation p of X’(V)/?,! p(hJ is a diagonalizabie transformation 
whose eigenvaIues have simultaneously the forms 
k k 
Jl +.A-= and __--’ 2d J3 -j,, 
where 0 <j, < k, 1 <p < 4. If q = C b,,q, is the highest weight of an 
irreducible S”‘( V),-constituent (assuming X’(V) f O), the fact that t;l(h,) is 
integral means that 2d ( k. If k = 2dp, then I = s(v) is a non-negative 
integer in [-p,p], so we have 0 < s(q) <p. We have proved 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Assume Z f F, and that .X’(Y) # 0. Then &‘jj = 0 
except when 2d ( k. 1f k = 2dp, let End,(V) be embedded in End,& VK) as in 
Section 6, with labeling of YOOLS and weights a in Section 6. Then the 
highest weight q of each irreducible X’(V)!,-constituent of any (A&-module 
satisfies 0 6 s(q) <p. 
From the semisimplicity of .X(V) =X’(V) when equality holds, together 
with the fact that either Z #F or X’(V) = 0 and h = 0 otherwise, we see 
that Propositions 7.1 and 7.3 yield the assertion of semisimplicity in 
Theorem CL The remaining assertions of Theorem CI are consequences of 
Propositions 7.2 to 7.4, except in the case D = Zf F, n = 1. For this last 
case, where ~8’~ has a single generator, the reade.r is invited to supply a direct 
proof. We shall analyze the action of @ on dk-modules more closely in the 
next sections, and the arguments there will close this last gap in the proof of 
Theorem CA (It should be observed that the dimensions ( 7) resp. f ‘“2’ ’ 9 for 
X(V),-always with E = -l-corresponding to h = 0 resp. h = 2g, also 
correspond to the cases where * is of symplectic type resp. of orthogonal 
type.1 
Comparison of Theorems 6.1 to 6.3 with Propositions 7.2 to 7.4 will show 
that we have proved the parts of those theorems involving the necessar)% 
conditions on .X’( V),-irreducible constituents of (&),-modules. The infor- 
mation we shall get in the next section will refine this somewhat and exten.d 
it to .X(V),. It will also lay the groundwork for the arguments as to 
sufficiency. 
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8. RESTRICTION OF FUNDAMENTAL WEIGHTS, WITH CONSEQUENCES 
We return to the setting U = V + VL, V’- of maximal index m > 1 and D- 
dimension 2m. The notations concerning the /I,, h, are as in Section 6. We 
let {,I”} be the basis for d* dual to the basis {h,} for X, and define ~(1,) for 
A= C b,/l, by the same rule as for s(q), according to the type of the root 
system. We continue to assume V# 0, and we let t, G t cX’(U) as in 
Section 3. Fixing a non-negative integer k, we adopt for obvious reasons the 
new notation “kp,” for the to-weight denoted “kl,” in Section 5. Denote by 
w ,,..., w, the fundamental weights with respect o t and a ,,..., a,., so that if 
Hi Et is as in (2) of Section 3 we have wi(Hj) = 6,. 
As we have defined d in Section 6, R f17(V), is a Cartan subalgebra of 
X(V),, a reductive Lie algebra with split (or zero) derived algebra relative 
to the splitting Cartan subalgebra k nX’(V),. We take the simple roots to 
be the restrictions to A ~JX’(V)~ of /3md,2+, ,..., ,!J, if 2 = F, and of Pmd+ 1,..., 
Pg-V?d+ 1) if 2 #F. The corresponding “h, ” in .X’(V), n A are the elements 
of k for which this notation was previously used, and the corresponding q, 
are the restrictions to A nX’(v), of the elements A,, of A* carrying the 
appropriate indices. 
Expressing the fundamental weights ,I, relative to A from [ 1, Planches I, 
III, IV (pp. 2501 254, 256)], g ives in our notation: For Z = F, h = 2g: 
in particular, 
For Z=F, h=O: 
For Z# F: 
A,=i j+ (g-v)jpi+ 'fl V(g--j)pj/m 1 
g I.,% j=U+ I 
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From (9) of Section 6, we see that the restrictions of these to t are as 
follows. .Z! = F, h = 2g: 
1’ > dr: 
v=dr<g: 
v=dr=g(thusq=O): 
v = Id < rd: 
I’=(/-l)d+j,/<r,l<j<d: 
where by convention w,, = 0; 
v = (r - 1)d + j, 1 <j < d, rd < g: 
r==(r-l)d+j? l<j<d,rd=g: 
Z=F, h=O, dr<g- 1: 
dr<v<g- 1: 
v=g- l,v=g: 
v=ld,i<r: 
v=(l- l)d+j,Z<r, l<j<d: 
v=(r- l)d+j,l<j<d: 
k,li= $ ida,= 2dm,; 
i=l 
Ar,lt= (d-j)w,-, + 2jw,; 
&it= (d-j)o,-, +jq.. 
dr = g (thus q = 0): Everything as above for v < (r - 1)d; for 
v=(r-l)d+j,l<j<d-1: &It = (d-j) co,_, +jwr; 
Z + F, g > 2rd: 
rd<v<g-rd: ADIt = 2dw,; 
v=(r-l)d+j,l<j<d: &I,= (d-j)cq, -t 2jw,=&it; 
v = Id, 1 < r: A,lc = dw, = Agpclt ; 
v=(I-l)d+j,l<r, l<j<d: lrlt= (d-j)topL +jui=R,-,j,. 
4Ri:82;2 I I 
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Z # F, g = 2rd (so q = 0): As above, except that 
Next consider restrictions of the A, to t,, recalling that n = dim I’ > 0. 
The restrictions to t, of wr,..., cc), are linearly independent, and our basis 
T , ,..., T, for C, has Ti = Hi for all i < nz, with T, = 2(H, + . . . + H,- 1) + H, 
if q > 0 and .r > m; T,,,=H, if m=r (then q > 0); T,=2(H,+ 
H + rnil . . . + H,) if q = 0 (then r > m). If p, ,..., ,u, are a basis for t$ dual to 
the Ti, we see that the restriction to f0 of any non-negative integral 
combination of the wj has a non-zero coefficient of p, for some v < m, except 
&en all oj, j < m, have coefficients zero in the original combination. We 
are interested in those weights that can have restriction kp, to t,, SO the 
italicized assertion imposes a strong constraint. 
Inspection of the list of restrictions of the 1, to t, now shows that any 
non-negative integral combination of the 1, has a restriction to t, with a 
non-zero coefficient of some ,uj, j < m. except when: (a) For Z = F, all A,., 
v < dm, have coefficients zero; (b) For Z # F, all such A, as well as all Agmu, 
v < dm, hare coeflcients zero. 
In each case CU~(T,J = 2 for nz ,<j < r, with oj(Ti) = 0 for all i < m. Thus 
mjlto =,u,,, for m <j < r, and also we find orlto =,u, if q > 0. If q = 0, we 
have ~~~~~~ = 2,u,,,. From the restrictions to c of the A,, we have the following. 
For Z = F3 h = 2g. Au&, = 2dp, for all v > nzd. Thus to have 1 = 
V’e A!=1 bilzi with Llc = kp,,, (bi non-negative integers) we must have bi = 0 for 
all i < md, and k 2 2d x bi = 2ds(L). Conversely, each such 1 has restriction 
hi, to f,. 
For Z=F, h=O. /I,,lt0=2Q, for all md<v<g-1, while AK-&,= 
dp, = Aglto. Thus ,4 = Cfzi b,Aj has Lit, = kp, if and only if bi = 0 for all 
i < nzd, and k = d((xf:id 26,) + b,- L + bg) = ds(A). 
For Zf F. A& = 2dp, for md < P < g - md. Thus L = xfl: b;Ai has 
Ah=kp, if and only if bi=O for all i<md and all i>g-md, and k= 
2d 2;:;; bi = 2ds(,I). 
Now consider the restrictions to R f77’( V), of the weights 1 of X’(U), 
having. restriction k,u, to t, and determined in the last paragraph. Our 
canonical basis for R nz’(v>, consists of the previous h,, with v > md 
when Z = F, and with md < v < g - md when Z # F. For such v, we write 
h, = h:,-,m,, and we let (vi} be the corresponding dual basis for 
(4 nX’(V),)*. Then vi is the restriction to d nX’(V), of Ai+,,,d, and all 
1, for v<md if Z=F, and for v<md and v>g-md if Z#F, have 
restriction zero to tz’ n.X’( V),. If q = C ciri is a typical dominant integral 
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function on &~.z’( V)K we see that q is the restriction to mZ’(v), of a 
dominant integral function on 4 whose restriction to t, is k,u, if and only if 
s(q) = r ci < kj2d when Z = F, h = 2g, or when Z # F, or if and only if 
satisfies s(q) < k/d, s(q) 3 (k/d) (mod 2), where the definition of s(q) is as 
before for s(A). From the previous paragraph we see that 2d j k req. d j k. 
In case 2 # F, we have given in (!O) of Section 6 an expression for U, in 
terms of our linear generators for A. Comparing coefficients of the fj -f,; 
with the expression there and the one below, we find 
Thus 
‘b(irv) = $- K = -is -,d(yy). 
1 < i < [g/2] - md, so that ApJ,(yJ-,) = 0 if g is even. The fundamental 
weights ipnd, ELm6+, )..., A,-,, are therefore distinguished from one another by 
their values at the image of%uST, in ..P(U). The values of L, and of AnmL,. 
md<v< [g/2], at Q, are negatives of one another, with square 
(nd/2 - v)’ Kz = @d/2 - 11)~ c2 Ef'. 
Now let A$ be an irreducible (&&-module. We may replace t by I: in the 
considerations of Sections 3-5 realizing (f,), as the intersection of the 
kernels of the ,Bi where either i > md or dki, tiK as the centralizer of (I~)~, ,+Ln- 
as the nilpotent radical of /I~, etc. The open Zariski-dense sets in the yeni 
are still Zariski-dense in the ( yE)-ai5 since the characteristic is zero, and the 
intersection of any two of them in qmai is Zariski-dense in yen;, hence in. 
(Y~)-~;. Thus ail of (l)-(5) at the end of Section 3 apply over K. Then 
Theorem 5.1 applies to yield a finite-dimensional irreducible g,-module ..4’ 
with .A& as highest to-weight space, the highest t,-weight being IQL~,. 
Evidently the highest (R-) weight space of .A’ is annihilated by e, so is 
contained in J. Hence if A is the highest (.A-) weight O/A?, 1 jto = kp,,, .
Assume for the present that X’(V) =X(Y). Our -.& is an irreducible 
.X(V),-module containing the highest weight space of .A, which weight 
space is necessarily the highest weight space of A? relative to z.(V),. That 
is, the highest weight 11 of.& is the restriction to kn-.X’( V), of A. Given 
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that 1 Ito = k/l,,, , the calculations of this section recover the necessary 
condition 2d ( k (resp. d 1 k) for dk to be non-zero. They further determine /1 
to be of the form 2 =C;=md b,A,, s(L) =p = k/2d (resp. k/d), with 
q = CE=md+, buLl:-md, s(r) = s(L) - b,, (resp. s(L) - 2b,,). Thus the 
necessary conditions s(rl) <p (resp. s(q) <p, s(q) =p (mod 2)) are also 
recovered. 
When X(V) #X’(V), we get more information. Here -MO is still an 
irreducible X(V),-module containing the highest weight space of J. The 
center of X(V), consists of elements of R, which act diagonally on A, and 
hence on -do. This center has dimension one, and a representative on &, of a 
non-zero central element z has an eigenvalue A(z), where ,4 is the highest 
weight of J. Because -44 is ,X( V),-irreducible, z acts on all of-N0 by the 
scalar L(z). If X’(V) = 0, JG thus has dimension one; that is, each 
irreducible (&J,-module is one-dimensional, and (xQK is a product of 
copies of K. If X’( V) # 0, then X’( V)K is semisimple, its representation on 
J?? is irreducible, and the highest weight r is the restriction of ,J as before. 
As in the previous case the conditions of divisibility of k by 2d are seen to 
be necessary to have JC$ # 0, and L is determined to be of the form 
Cfr”,‘; b/L, with s(n) =p = k/2d-this all in the case X’(V) # 0, where 
Z # F. Again the necessary conditions k = 2pd, 0 < s(q) ,<p follow. 
When X’( I’) = 0, we have the possibilities Z = F, n = q = 1, d = 2, h = 0 
and Z # F, d = 1 = yt. In the former case, we have necessarily A= b,- ,/1,- 1 + 
b,h b,-, + b, = k/d = k/2; thus again k = 2p, p = s(A) = b,- , + b,. Here a 
basisfor~(V),ise:“E,+,,,+,-e:“E,+,,,+,=f,,,+,-f~~+,=f,-f,”= 
i(h,-, - hg), at which the value of 1 is $(b,_, - bg). 
When Z # F, d = 1 = n, the value 1(1Jr,) of A on a basis for .X(V) is 
constrained to be, as in general, C 6,.1,(1;1~,), where Jr,+md(YY) = 
(nd/2 - V)K, 0 < v < nd, b, being 0 for v < md and v > g - md = nd + md, 
which ifX’(v> =0 is md+ 1. Thus 
A@,) = b,, . K+bmd+l 
= + Gb,, - bmd+ A
in this case. That is, each irreducible (Jk),-module is a highest weight- 
module for an irreducible X’(U),-module, whose highest weight L has 
Wm, + b mdt I) = 2d(bmd + bmd+ I ) = k; thus k = 0 (mod 2), proving the 
remaining part of Theorem CL 
The effect of this section is to show that irreducible representations of 
(s&)~, because they are highest (t,),-weight spaces for irreducible represen- 
tations of X’(U), whose highest weight 2 restricts to k,u, on t,, are 
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specifically constrained as irreducible Z’( Vj,-modules (if .X’(V) # 0 j and 
are further specifically constrained as to the action of the center of .X(V) 
These constraints will next be shown to be sufficient conditions on 
irreducible X( I/),-modules that they afford irreducible (bdk),-modules, 
yielding Theorems ~3.1 to ~1.3 and the “split parts” of Theorems 6.1 to 6‘.3. 
9. EXISTENCE OF (.&&-MODULES 
The notations are those of Section 8. The objective here is to show that 
each of the irreducible X( V),-modules associated with the integer k, as in 
Section 8, is an irreducible (&&-module. By Theorem 5.1, which applies as 
indicated in Section 8 in the context of field extension to K, it is enough to 
show that, for each such module MO, there is a finite-dimensional irreducible 
8,-module with highest [,-weight kp, and with .1& as its highest to-weight 
space. 
First suppose X(V) =X’(v) is semisimple. Then k = 2pd or pd. 
according as * is of orthogonal or symplectic type. As Z(V),-module, we 
start with an arbitrary irreducible .MO of highest weight 2:“: c,,~j,, with 
s(q) = C c,, <p = k/2d if * is of orthogonal type, and with s(q) = 
2 c:“‘; CL, + c,d/2- 1 fC ndi2 <p = k/d, s(q) -p (mod 2jt if * is of symplectic 
type. In either case there is a dominant integral function ,l on A, 
/1 = CfEmd b,,l,, with b, = c;,~~~ for all v > md, brnd =p - s(q), so that 
4.t” = b,,,. We have seen in Section 8 that the conditions /1 if,, = kp,?,. 
4hNW, = vl determine J. uniquely among dominant integral functions on h. 
Let M be the irreducible g,-module of highest weight 1. The subspace -,P 
of ,I annihilated by n is an irreducible rr,-module, on which the action of t, 
centralizes that of ~1~, and accordingly acts by scalars, which must be given 
by 4to=bz. Then it follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 that .,,C is 
irreducible as J”(V),-module, so has a one-dimensional highest weight 
space, which must be the highest weight space of &Y. That is, the highest 
weight of .M” is k / AnX(v)K = 11. Now Theorem 5.1 applies to show that .M” is 
an irreducible (xi),-module. By equality of highest weights as X(V),- 
modules, ..X” Z./&G, and we have achieved our objective when 
.Z”( V) =X(V). This completes the description of all the irreducible (~$j,- 
modules in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. 
Next suppose * is of second kind, with X’(V) semisimple, and k = 2pd. 
Let .~,& be an irreducible X’(V),-module of highest weight ?I= Czn; i c,.ql, 
s(q) = c c, <p. Let b,, be any non-negative integer, 0 < b,, <p - s(q), let 
bp-md=~-~(r)-~bmd. and let bnrdfc=cL,, 1 <v,<nd- 1 =g-2md. Let E 
be the scalar < = C~~~~ b,(g/2 - V)K. Extend the action of X’(V), to let 
U, act on -/HO by the scalar 5, thus making 1~ into an irreducible X(V),- 
module. We claim that 4&o is an (J$,,,j,-module, 
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As before, let 1 be the dominant integral function A = Cf;Ez b,,i, on A 
and let M be the unique irreducible g,-module of highest weight ,I. As 
above, the irreducible cr,-module A” is an irreducible X(V),-module, on 
which u, acts as multiplication by n(g,) = 5 and which as irreducible 
r’(QK-module has highest weight ;l/i,-,flCc,)K = v. That is, .,P 2M0 as 
X(V),-module. This proves the parts of Theorem 6.3 that apply to 
X’(V) # 0 and to (&&,),-modules. 
Still with Z # F, suppose now that s’(V) = 0, so that d = 1 = n. Let ~-4 
be a one-dimensional K-space, made into a X( V),-module by letting g,. act 
by the scalar < = bmd( g/2 - md) IC + b,- ,,(md - g/2) K = (b, - b, + &c/2), 
where b,, b, + , are non-negative integers whose sum is p = k/2d = k/2. Let 
M be the irreducible 8,.module of highest weight A= b,L, + b,, ,A,+, , so 
that d It, = kp, as before; here A” is the highest weight space of ~7, either 
for .t,-weights or for R-weights, and on ~7 our U, acts by A(@,.) = 
Pm -b,+JW)~ Th us ,R” rJO as X( V),-module. By Theorem 5.1, A” 
is an irreducible (&&),-module, so that MO is such a module. There are 
p + 1 choices for b,; accordingly the (commutative) algebra (&& is a 
product of p + 1 copies of K. 
Finally, for Z = F, d = 2, n = 1, * of symplectic type, we have the 
remaining case where X’(V) = 0. Here we make a one-dimensional K-space 
M0 into a z(V)3,-module by letting 
s 1, f?\ Um+,,“:“-‘ey),“r+, 
act by the scalar f(bmd - bmdtl) = f(b2m - bzmtl), where bzm, bzm+, are 
non-negative integers whose sum is p = k/d = k/2. As before, let J? be the 
irreducible p,-module of highest weight A = b2m&,, + b2,,,+ 112m+, , so that 
~I,=2w,=h,,. Again .,C is the highest weight space of ~7, and is an 
irreducible (xQ,-module isomorphic as X( Vj,-module to -5. Our selected 
basic element for X(V), acts by the scalar j(bz, - bz,+ ,), one of the half- 
integers 
P --) -$+ l)...) $- l,f, 
2 
and (J&,)~ is a product of p + 1 copies of K. 
With these observations, all the parts “over K” of Theorems 6.1 to 6.3 are 
proved. 
10. COMPLETION OF THE PROOFS 
First we consider Theorems 7.1 to 37.3 and the first non-trivial algebras -& 
(resp. .x2&). For dd to be non-zero, Z = F and * is of symplectic type. Then, 
if nd > 2, (Jd)K has as irreducible modules the two irreducible X(V)K- 
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modules of highest weights i~,,~~~, v,,~,~ _, , in the notation of Section 8. These 
are the two “half-spin” modules, each of K-dimension 2ndi2-’ and absolutely 
irreducible. It follows that (J$d)K is the sum of two ideals, each of dimension 
2nd-2, and each a split central simple algebra. Thus (-tk&)K, and therefore 
dd, has dimension 2nd-1, and the center has dimension 2. (The conclusions 
are also valid when nd= 2, so that y1= 1, d = 2; here if u is a basis for F’> 
with (u, U) = 7, one sees that ~(u @ U) E “Pz generates -ti>: with ~(u 0 u)’ = 
y2 E F. Thus J&~ is either simple, and a quadratic extension of F3 or is the 
product of two copies of F. according as y2 is not or is a square in F; by our 
choice of K in Section 6, (&2)K = K x K.) 
Continuing the case above, all irreducible (&$,),-modules were deter- 
mined in Section 9. As in Chapter VII of [S] ( see also [7 ]), all these .X(V),- 
modules occur in tensor products of two (&>),-modules, and all X(V),- 
submodules of such tensor products are (L&i,),-modules. From the split 
theory as in [7], the irreducible ones are absolutely irreducible, of K- 
dimensions 
Thus the dimension of the center of (J&‘~~)~ is nd/2 $ 2, and the dimension of 
(-dzd)K is f( Ti). Of course, these are the corresponding dimensions over F 
for the center of dzd and for the whole algebra did. 
It now follows as in Chapter II of [8] that the irreducible &j,-modules are 
precisely the X(V)-irreducible submodules of j-fold tensor products of 
irreducible dd-modules, and that .,Y$~ is the subalgebra of 0’ dd generated 
by the elements 
with ~(u @ c) being the canonical image of u @ o E V @ V in our generating 
set for dd. This completes the proof of Theorem /? in case * is symplectic, as 
well as of Theorems y. 1, 6.1, and 6.1’ (taking account of the results of 
Section 9 in the last case), except for the last assertion of 6.1. 
When Z = F and * is of orthogonal type we have seen in Section 9 that 
the irreducible (d*,),-modules are the fundamental .X( Q-modules with 
highest weights ]?I ,..., v,,~, along with the trivial 3”(v)X-module, of highest 
weight zero. The respective dimensions of these modules are 
(For instance, see Weyl’s formula or [7].) Thus dzd has a center of 
dimension ad/2 + 1, and the dimension of J& is (2/(nd + 2))( ‘“ti ‘). The 
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minimal ideals of (&JK are split central simple algebras, as are those of 
(J&~)~ for p = 0, 1, 2 ,... . As above (compare also [7]), every irreducible 
module for Jzpd is a submodule of a p-fold tensor product (as .3”(V)- 
modules) of irreducible dz,-modules, and dzpd is the subalgebra of @’ c&d 
indicated in Theoremp. The proofs of Theorems y.2 and 6.2 are now 
complete, except for the last assertion of 6.2. 
For 2 f F and X’(V) # 0, we see f&m Section 9 that the irreducible 
modules for (J& are irreducible for X’(V), and, as such, have highest 
weight 0 or one of the fundamental weights n, ,..., ?I,,~-~. The module with 
highest weight ylj, 1 ,<j < nd- 1, has action of tJrV by the scalar 
multiplication (42 -j)~, where K was fixed in Section 6. For the X’(V),- 
module with highest weight 0, there are two one-dimensional irreducible 
Z(V),-modules that occur, with @, acting as *(nd/2)~. 
From the theory of split algebras of type And-r it follows that the center 
of (~8~)~ has dimension nd + 1, while the algebra itself has dimension 
and again that these are the dimensions of &2d and of its center. 
When X’(V) = 0, so that d = I, n = 1, we have seen in Section 9 that the 
irreducible (J@‘& = (&2),-modules are two in number, each one- 
dimensional; in their structure as X( V),-module, ir acts as flc/2. Thus C/1 
is 2-dimensional over F, of the form F[x], where x’ = [* E F, and is either a 
quadratic extension of F or the product of two copies of F. In p-fold Lie 
tensor products of modules for (JZ&, as modules for X(QK, Y acts as all 
integral multiples j(li/2), where -p <j<p, j =p (mod 2)---that is, all 
irreducible (J&,),-modules, as determined in Section 9, arise as modules for 
the subalgebra of @P(J;P?d)K which is a canonical image of (&2pd)R 
according to (5) of Section 2. 
Finally to see that Theorem,8 holds when X’(V) f 0, it suffkes to show 
that for each positive integer p, and for each q with s(q) ,<p, and each 6,, 
0 < b, <p - s(q) there is a p-fold tensor product of X( V),-modules which 
occur as (J&),-modules, having highest weight ?l on X’(V), and with p,, 
represented by 
( + (s(q) + 2b, -p) + Y Je, (G-j) b,) K, 
where 
nd-I 
V= C bjVj, so that s(n) = x bj. 
j=l 
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But the Car-tan product of bi copies of the unique (.&&-module with 
highest weight vi, taken over 1 < i < nd - 1, is a submodule of the desired 
type for b4s(q)d)K T with highest weight q and UV represented by 
C!;‘(nd/2 -j) bjrc. Now form the tensor product of this module with b, 
copies of the l-dimensional irreducible (&&-module which is trivial for 
X’(V), and has t;lli acting as (nd/2)K, and with b,, =p - s(r) - b, copies 
of the l-dimensional module where y,. acts as -(nd/2)k-. The result is 
clearly a module for our canonical subalgebra of @‘(&ZdjX isomorphic to 
the given one as (.,&&,),-module. Thus every irreducible (.&&,),-module is 
also a module for the subalgebra of @P(A1d)R generated by the image of 
Vg V. Thus (&lpdJ)n- is isomorphic to this subalgebra. and Theorem ,8 
follows. The assertions of Theorems y.3 and 6.3, except for the last in 6.3. 
are contained in the arguments above. 
Now consider the last assertions of Theorems 6.1 to 8.3. If j ,HO is an 
irreducible .R ‘( V)-module, we may consider irreducible ?7 ‘( V),-constituents 
of (. ROjK. Each of these is an irreducible (.~wi),-module for some ic; except in 
the case where * is of symplectic type, we need only take the maximum of 
the associated minimal “k”‘s to be sure that (. ,A$), is an (,rii,j,-module. 
Keeping [K : F] finite, we know that ,HO is a .R ‘( Vj-submodule, if 
~7 ‘(V) = .;Y (Vj, ,RO is a .A (V)-submodule, hence an .cti+bmodule, because 
-T& may be described as the F-subalgebra of (L:<i), generated by the image of 
.Y? (Y). If .R ‘(V) #.Y (V) =.Z ‘(V) + FCJ, . and we again consider ali 
irreducible J’ ‘(V/),-constituents of ( .J??)~. we may define a scalar action of 
@,. on each so that it becomes an irreducible (.-di),-module for some k. This 
scalar satisfies a linear or quadratic equation, irreducible over F. as deter- 
mined in Section 9. We make a sum of copies of 44 into an irreducible 
.8 (Qmodule in which the product of the distinct irreducible polynomials 
for 1;1,. is the minimum polynomial for @,,. Then the earlier considerations 
apply. 
If * is of symplectic type, one must still rule out the possibility that 11, “i’ 
are highest weights of irreducible constituents of (J&)~ with s(q) f s(q’j 
mod 2. This may be done, following the methods of Tits [ 14j, by the use of 
Galois action: We may assume K/F to be a Galois extension, with group 
5. With the * -stable maximal subfields E”’ of 5. 0 < i < q, as in Section 6. 
the F-span A, of all ,~uE~~-fi*E,+i-~~.+i_~, 1 <i<r, ,BEE”‘, and of all 
PEr+j.r+jl F E E(j), cUYj)* =/Vj, is a Cartan subalgebra of .X’(V) defined 
over F. The group .Y acts semilinearly on .X(V), and on our (-J$)~, 
preserving the Lie product and the module-action, with fixed elements X(Y) 
resp. MO. In particular the elements of &,, are &fixed, so th;at Y stabilizes 
the splitting Cartan subalgebra K @ &‘,, and each subspace which is a K-span 
of elements ,uEii -pUE,+l_i,n+l-i or ,uE,.+~.~+~ as above. The (compatible) 
action of Y on D, stabilizes each K @ Eci), thus permutes the primitive 
idempotents e!i) for each i. 
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For each (T E 5’ and each root ,l? relative to K @ &,,, there is a unique root 
p” with P”(h”) = P(h) for all h E K @ R,, and pp + ,8; is a root if and only if 
p, +pZ is, with (13, +&)” =,6’T + pp. Thus if { yr ,..., yr} are the simple roots 
relative to K @ gO, in some ordering, we have { y, ,..., yr}” = {y, ? .. . . y/Jr0 for 
some unique w, E U: the Weyl group of .X(v), relative to K @ ko. We t&e 
p’, to be an automorphism of X’( QK, in the group generated by the 
exp(ad x), x E X(V)K, ad x nilpotent, such that p’, stabilizes K @ d,,, and 
such that the transformation w, of the roots is induced by the automorphism 
p,. Then x H ,P’~’ is a o-semi-linear automorphism of X(v), , stabilizing 
K @ g0 and inducing an automorphism of the (Dynkin diagram of the) set 
Iv , I**., yr} of simple roots. 
If J is an irreducible finite-dimensional X(V)-module, with 5Y acting on 
Jid%K as above, and if ?Y/ is an irreducible Z(V),-submodule of JZ, then 
CrrEEp7P contains a non-zero X(V)submodule fixed by Z’, thus a nonzero 
submodule of A, and therefore JK = CrreS?P. That is, each irreducible 
Z(V),-submodule of XK is isomorphic to some ZP. Each exp(ad x), x 
nilpotent, is induced as conjugation by exp@(x)), where p(x) is the 
representing transformation of x in the action of Z(V), on &, and 
exp@(s)) stabilizes each .X( V)K-submodule of J??. Thus there is a linear 
automorphism y, of -HK (operating on the right) with p(.uq; ‘) = w; ‘p(.u) VI, 
for all x E X( V)K, and stabilizing all ,X( V),-submodules. 
If w E 5!P is a highest weight-vector relative to {y,,..., yl}, it follows that 
wU~, is the highest weight-vector of VW relative to (y, ,...? yr}. If h E K @ &, 
one has (#‘v,) p(h) = l(h”cp; ‘) W+‘IJI,, where 1 is the highest weight of -ZV: 
that is, the highest weight p of ZP satisfies ,u(h) = l(h”p;‘) for all 
h E K @ gO. Moreover, as has been shown by Tits [ 11, 131 and by Satake 
[6], (K @ &,,)* is a Y-module under the action 2 --f (A(T)wF’ of o E P, with 
the Z- and Q-spans of the roots as submodules. 
The last action of 5? is what we must analyze. Let the simple roots y, ,..., yI 
be as in Section 6; then if y = )jj,j < nd/2 - 2, the Weyl reflection sj replaces 
~j-1 by Yj-l+IQ, Yj+l by Yj+Yj+l, yj by -yj, and fixes all other roots. 
Choosing A , )...) /1, E (K @ &J* such that yj=3ij -Aj+,, 1 <j < 1, y, = 
AI-, + A,, we have that sj interchanges 2, and S+, , leaving all other 1,‘s 
fixed. One sees that the same applies for j = nd/2 - 2, nd/2 - 1. Finally, 
s nd,2 = sI sends A, to -A[-, , A!-, to -A,, and fixes all other Aj. Thus each 
element of the Weyl group permutes the Li, up to signs, effecting an even 
number of sign changes. 
If f, ,..., fi, are our primitive idempotents in End,(V), , as in Section 6, the 
general h E K @ g0 may be written uniquely as h = cfzl Si(fir+ I--i -f,), 
with ti E K, and then A,(h) = rj. The effect of r E y on the f2,+1--i-fi 
corresponding either to one pair Eij, E,+I-jq,+l-j, or to one Ei+r,i+r, 
1 ,< i < q, is to permute these, possibly with some changes of sign, and conse- 
quently to do likewise on the li. Accordingly we can find w, in the Weyl 
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group such that 1: = ;3.yT, 1 < i ( 1, ,I; = iAyr, according as 5 changes an 
even or an odd number of signs. This WI, is the one of the general theory: if r 
changes an even number of signs, (;IT)“‘;’ = 3, for all A in the weight lattice. 
while if r changes an odd number of signs, (l~J)“‘i ’ = yj forj < f - 1. while 
Now the highest weight p of W” as before has ,~(h”-‘) = l(ho;‘) = AXU(h) 
for all h E K @ 8Z0, or p = (d”-)“-I = (A”-‘)“u-~. 
From the expressions of Section 8 (from the Planches of [ 1)) for the 
fundamental weights, here written X, ,..., rcl to avoid confusion with the 1, 
above, we have for all 0, all i < I- 2, (ny)‘+‘-’ = rti. while the corresponding 
action either fixes or interchanges 7cI-, and n,, accordingly as it fixes OK 
interchanges yI- I and yl. Thus if 3, = C bini we have ,U = /I or ,U = 
$jleyi”i + b lrr-, + b,- I 7r1 ; in either case, S(U) = s(k). and the last gap is 
_ 
Clearly there are similar considerations for all types, showing that s(q) is 
constant for all highest weights q of all Z”(V),-constituents of a given 
irreducible .X’( Q-module. 
The irreducible modules for (sb’; and) .M! in the cases where D = 2 are 
described explicitly in [7]. 
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